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Washington,
negotiations recently under way here
in behalf of other belligerents, including Austria.
It was understood In the financial
district that the Austrian government
had sounded American bankers,' presumably through Its ambassador at
Washington, regarding the prospect
of a $70,000,000 to $100,000,000 loan,
chiefly for the purchase of food stuffs
In this country.
There were reports today that the
Swiss government planned to estab
lish credit here through one or more
of Its representative banking institutions which have correspondents ini
this city.

Washington, Aug.- 17 President
Wilson declared today he had no reason to question the good faith of the
declaration of Japan in promising to
observe the Integrity of China in connection with the Japanese ultimatum
to Germany demanding the surrender
of Kaio Chau to the Japanese govern-
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Germany's Hard Luck
A whaleboat of
the German cruiser Warlsuhe, apparently abandoned during the cruiser's
encounter with the British cruiser Suffolk, was brought Into port today by
the crew of the Dutch steamer Leode-wij- k
van Nasau.
Finding of the boat Is regarded as
corroborative of the story told at Hall-fa- x
by the officers of the Suffolk In
which they said that the Suffolk sur POLICESIAN FELLED
prised the Karlsuhe with her boats
out while coaling from the Kron Prlnz
BY NEGRO'S BULLET
Wilhelm, and that tie Karlsuhe fled
without waiting to take her boats In,
taking on the men from the boats as CHICAGO IS SCENE OF BATTLE
BETWEEN OFFICERS AND .
hurriedly as possible.
, ,,

j

--fc.

Washington, Aug. jr. Reports ni
the department of justice tell of the
creation of artificial food prices all
alcng the line. A district attorney In
Texas reported that granulated sugar
had risen from $4.60 to $7.50 per hundredweight since a week ago. Swiss
cheese from 25 cents to 38 cents; flour
from $4.75 to $5.10; beef ribs from
1$ to 21 cents per pound; sirloin 28
to 32 cents; pork loin 18 to 25 cents,
and smoked ham from 20 to 32 cents.
The district attorney suggested that
small consumers are charged even
higher prices than hotels and restaurants.
A letter to the attorney general from
the manager of one of thelargeet live
stock commission companies In the
west reported that while hogs declined
in Chicago $1 per hundred pounds, and
cattle declined 65 to 85 cents per hundred pounds, dressed products to the
consumer advanced several cents per
pound.
"The packers claimed that reduc
tions were made on account of finan
cial conditions and money stringency,"
he wrote, "but I don't know what excuse they gave for advancing the
dressed article. There is very little
beef or pork exported."

New, Tork, Aug. 17.

'

Turkey is Neutral
Washington, Aug. 17. A Rustembry,
the Turkish ambassador here said to
day that while he had no official word
from his government on reports that
Turkey had bought the German cruls
ers Goeben and Breslau he had good
retson to believe that such reports
were correct. As proof of Turkey's in
teiitlon of neutrality In the European
war unless forced against her will, the
ambassador pointed out that an Eng
lish officer, head of the British naval
mission In Turkey, engaged before the
war began to reorganize the Turkish
navy, had been placed In command of
the ships.

.

HUNTED MAN

ianlnglab, CSugjCrmaByM
pcknowledged receipt of President
Wilson's proferr of his good offices In
arbitration. All tne warring countries
except Russia have now replied.
While none of the replies received
from any of the European governments
specifically rejects the tender of good
offices made by the United States,
nearly all the acknowledgements are'
accompanied by statements of the replying nation's position In the conflict. Department officials were Inclined to regard the answers as noncommittal and belfeved more definite
answers might be given later, especially If any of the principals in the
war showed an Inclination to treat
for peace.

'

BROWN HAS A KICK
St, Louis, Aug. 17 Miner Brown,
who will be succeeded as manager of
the St. Louis Federals by Fielder

Jones, formerly of the Chicago Americans, said today he would' not play
'
under Jones. Browif added that thus
far he had not been notified of any
change Ini the management of the
team. It is understood that Brown
will accept a transfer to some other
Federal league team.
'

WILSON WORKING
A

FOR

MERCHANT MARINE

THE PRESIDENT IS DESIROUS OF
-

EXTENDING MARITIME
BUSINESS

Washington, Aug. 17. President
Chicago, Aug. 17. One policeman, Wilson Is
seeking a way to build up
George TrumbulL waa killed and anthe American merchant marine on a
woundwas
Michael
McFadden,
other,
basis, he told callers toed today as a result of the desperate permanent Is not
He
certain, he said, that
reslstance to arrest of Simon Hogan, day.
on the subject now pending
legislation
colored, accused by another negro of In
congress will accomplish this end,
robbery. Hogan was wounded' In the but declared he earnestly hoped such
hand and a bullet went through the a
result would he brought about
j
helmet of a third policeman.
Hogan surrenaerea arier tne rrame,
former SHERIFF KILLED
dwelling In which he had taken reAlbuquerqUe, N. M., Aug. 17. A. S.
fuge was surrounded by policemen, McCracken( angora goat raiser of
riddled the building with rifle an,i;com) county was piaced in the county
revolver bullets.
jjal at gocorro t0lJay charged with
'
sheriff
j killing Edward Tafoya, former
AID FOR GROWERS
of Sierra county. Tafoya was shot at
New Attack on Belgians
.
Austin, Texas, Aug. 17. Governor O. his ranch at Ojo Callente, Thursday
Paris, Aug. 17. After remaining B. Colquitt today called a special ses- -' morning. Seven shots were fired at
accord-ven- e
virtually inactive for two days certain slon of the Texas legislature to con-- , him the seventh taking effect,
Monday, August 24, to consider a lng to Tafoya's wife, the only witness,
troops of German cavalry who were
bonded warehouse bill in an effort to McCracken charged Tafoya with steal- recently repulsed by the Belgians
aid the cotton raisers of Texas.
From Page Four.)
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French Loan Lost
Kiao Chau, China, Also Must be Relinquished Into the Hands of
New York, Aug. 17. Abandonment
the Japanese United States is Assured by Japan That She
by J. P. Morgan & Company of a proposed loan to France because of the
Will Hake no Effort to Extend Her Dominion by
attitude
of the administration at
Acquisition of Territory.
to terminate
is
release of said territory to the Japanese government would be Inimical to
the interests of the United States and
China, whose territory should be preserved; therefore be it
"Resolved, that the secretary of
state be and he hereby Is directed to
communicate with the Japanese government that the United States views
ment
The president would not discuss with concern the transfer by force of
the uitimatum as a whole, saying arms of any Chinese territory to
that one of the duties of neutrality Japan or any other foreign nation, or
was to have no opinion on what other any transfer of territory without the
unconditional consent of the Chinese
nations were doing.
government."
Secretary of State Bryan was at the
Representative Britton said, that the
White House early this morning, supcourse of Japan appears to be a warJapwith
the
connection
in
posedly
anese ultimatum. Both the' president like step 'to gain a hold on Chinese
and Mr. Bryan refused to discuss the territory. The resolution was referred
to a committee.
visit.
Normal Conditions In Paris
The president made it clear that
innot
would
be
Conditions in Paris are virtually northe United States
volved In any way In the- Japanese-Germa- n mal again and the populace Is calm,
controversy, and spoke of the according to Information received by
assurances of Japan that she would state department today from Myron
maintain the integrity of China as T. Herrlck, ambassador to France. The
having been given to the powers gen- situation of Americans apparently Is
erally as well as to the United States. relieved, as the ambassador's cable
Asked particularly as to the promise made no mention of it. The chief sign
of Japan for the "eventual restoration of war In the French capital, the amChina" of the German provinces. bassador; reported, Is the slight risa
he indicated his confidence in the in the prices of food.
good faith of Japan to carry out that
Refugees in Genoa
assurance at the close of the war.
from Genoa, Italy, to the
Reports
It became known today that a short state
state that 5,000 Am
department
to
the
note which Japan presented
erican
are
expected to arrive
refugees
United States with a copy of her ulTwenty-fivthere
Switzerland.
from
into
not
go
timatum to Germany, did
awaithrndred
are
at
Genoa,
already
the merits of the question, but only
AmeriThe
home.
ing
transportation
set forth that because of the difficul- can
consul at Naples reported that 670
ties of communication with Berlin, Americans have
sailed from that port
the good offices ot the United States aboard the steamer
San Giovanni.
ultithe
were asked in forwarding
The
United States is now caring for
matum.
the diplomatic interests of Russia, as
America May Protest
A resolution directing Secretary of well as the other belligerent powers of
State Bryan to protest against the Europe except Servia and Montenegro.
announced Intention of Japan to take The addition of Russia was viewed
over the German leased territory of vath Interest because of the absence
Kiao Chau. China, was introduced in of treaty relations between the United
the bouse today by Representative States and Russia, The Russian treaBrltton of Illinois.
ty was denounced by this country In
The resolution quotes the Japanese 191 1, and no treaty to replace It has
ultimatum to Germany demanding the teen negotiated.,
withdrawal of all German armed
forces in Chinese territory or waters
Servians Repel Enemy
and the surrender of Kiao Chau to
London, Aug. 17. The correspondent of the Renter Telegram company
Japan, and continues:
that the at Nish, Servia, telegraphing under
"Whereas, it is

Cettinje Reports Result of one of Most
cisive Engagements of The War.

quietly."
Prisoners Furnish Problem
A troublesome problem of the war Is
likely to be the housing and guarding
of prisoners. Already more than 5,000
Germans have been captured before
THE DEAR PEOPLE ARE WILSON'S MEDIATION
the battles have really begun. The
Belgians are sending a large propor-t.c- n
SOAKED ONCE AGAIN
EFFORT GOES BEGGING
of these prisoners into France.
When the big fighting, with at least
2,000,000 men engaged, begins, the
RAISES
ARE MADE BELLIGERENT
EUROPEAN
number of prisoners probably will run ARTIFICIAL
IN PRICES OF STAPLE
MAKE ONLY FORMAL
Into vast and embarrassing totals on
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
ARTICLES
both sides..

Demand Upon Kaiser Forceful And Has
Promise of Armed Backing
MUST WITHDRAW

.a

date of August 15, says:
"Our troops at Buyak, near Lyma,
successfully repelled the enemp. Near
Kunachita, opposite Losnitza, the en
emy has thrown a bridge across the
Drina and fortified Its position on both
banks. The night at Belgrade passed

CONGRESS CONSIDERS PASSING

'

'

RUSSIAN INFANTRY READY FOR ACTION

STATE HOLD CONFERENCE WHEN

the Belgians Blnce the
affair at Liege.
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Enemy's Ships Are Awaiting Departure of German Cruiser, Which
has Been Taking on Coal in United Stales Port American
Officials Observe Strict Neutrality, Giving the Vessel Only
Sufficient to Take Her to Nearest Port.
The censorship put into effect by the British authorities over the movement of the empire's armed forces, afloat and in Belgium, Is effective to a
remarkable degree. Not one word of news has come through for several
days past concerning British military or naval activities.
Censored dispatches from Brussels and Paris have frequently referred
to the presence of British troops arrayed against' the forces of German ',
but not one word has been allowed to come through from any source to Indicate what the numerical strength of the British field army may be, or where
.".
T
the unlts may be located.
.

;.

Equal secrecy shrouds the movement of the British warships believe
r" to be holding the German fleet

1

Not one word has come through of the position of any British or German
battleship, cruiser or "ioi pu- boat In tlicsc waters. Cs fsrss the jjciis"ij"
public is concerned naval activities In European waters, are a sealed book.
French official reports assert that the French armies continued their
forward march In Alsace, wher many guns are said to have been captured
frcm the Germans, as well as many prisoners and the standard of an Alsa-tir- r
infantry regiment which Is now on view at the French war office.
-

by the Russian troops over the Aus
in the border, where the Austrian dragoon regiment Is said to have
suffered severely In a sabre engagement

St Petersburg reports successes

trians

A German,- dreadnaught is reported by the captain of a Dutch steamer
as having been put out of action. He asserted on arriving In Holland that
she was lying in the harbor at Trondhjem, severely damaged. No confir.
mation has been received at headquarters.
,
A naval battle between French and Austrian warships off Budua, af
Dalmatia la said to have resulted In the sinking of two Austrian Ironclads,
while one was set oh fire and another fled.
Four British battleships are reported to have chased two Austrian cruisers from Antivarl, where they had established a blockade.
The standard of the famous Deathshead Hussars, the German crown
prince's regiment Is said to have been captured by the Belgians.
Dispatches saying Greece had received information of the passage
through Bulgarian territory of Turkish troops going toward Greece are pub
lished In Copenhagen. It is said Greece has threatened to take similar
measures.
Germany has followed Ensland's example and that of other countries in
acknowledging receipt of President Wilscm's offer of good offices. Russia has
net yet replied.
.
J. P. Morgan and Company have abandoned a proposed loan to France
owing to Washington's attitude on the subject This is expected to affect
other similar financial transactions which were under negotiations.
The Japanese press regards the ultimatum sent to Germany as containing reasonable demands.
Large numbers of American travelers arrived In New York today from
Europe whence they had hurried after the outbreak of war. Many wealthy
person were glad to obtain accommodations even in the steerage, in order
to get away from the scenes of their hardships and privations.
'
A large amount of bullion for the relief of Americans stranded In British)
Island and London were landed. from the American cruiser Tennessee at
Fa'mouth today.
The pope is reported somewhat better today as a result of Indisposition
said to have been Induced by brief over the outbreak of war.
Contracts already had been placed
Rome, (via London), Aug. 17. Confirmation of the naval fight in the Ith coal, victualing, towing anJ
Adriatic- eea is given in a dispatch lighterage companies, by the acting
from Cettinje to the Corner $ Italia German consul. Permission in writtoday, which says that the Austrian ing, however, had not been formally
battleship Zrinyi and three other ships requested and as soon as the collector
whose names could not be ascertained of the port learned that coaling had
were sunk by the French fleet. A begun without his authority, he ordor-e- d
it stopped immediately, until the
great number of French and English
warships are said to be patrolling the formalities had been completed.
The acting German consul protests,
coast
but the collector was firm. Inspector
Battle off San Francisco
Ilul?er, he said, would examine tha
San Francisco, Aug. 17. The Ger- cruiser's bunkers, report how unichi
man cruiser Leipzig, which crept into coal she needed to take her to Apia,
port before dawn today, moved Into and that much and no more woo! i b3
Man O'War row later In the day and permitted her in the due course of tni
i
.i'
bcean to take on coal and supplies.
-
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He says, "She would cry with pain
scross her kidneys, but after she took
TO DEFEND the second'bottle of Foley Kidney Pilla,
OUIMET
FRANCIS
the was as well and Btrong as ever.'
TITLE ON MIDLOTHIAN
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug

South XdoPIo

IK

W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo, bought
Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
who was down on her back with kid- r.eys so sore he had to help her move.
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AUTO RACE PLANNED
Chicago. Aug. 17 The stellar at
Silver City. Aug. 17 Plans are un
championship
the
In
open
traction
golf,
20 lbs Granulated Sugar
n.r th
iTnited States, will open to der way for another auto race be
OMY
50 lbs U. S. Pat. Flour
morrow on the links of the Midlothian tween Silver City and Deming and in
field furtherance of the plans, a bunch of
10 lbs Pure Lard
Country club at Blue Island. The
the Deming autoists and boosters motored
of
all
embraces
nearly
of entries
20 bars Pearl White Soap
foremost golf experts of the country. to this city today and spent the after
6 Cans Tomatoes
Francis Ouimet of Massachusetts, the noon among the motor enthusiasts of
nresent champion, will foe on hand to the city talking up the proposition
2 12 lbs Schillings Steel Cut Coliee
Cash
his title. Other noted players Another meeting pf the motorists of
defend
6 lbs havy Beans
who will be among the competitors In- both towns will be held at Faywood
clude James Ramos, Louis Tellier, the Hot Springs Sunday, August 23, when
25c to 75c Infants
$1.25 Lawn Dressing
French golfer; Alec Smith, the for final plans will be formulated for the
Lawn Caps ..
d
dig event It is planned to raise be
Sacques
mer
metropolitan champion, and
Made of white lawn, trimmed
tween
$600 and $700 between the two
Mado of figured lawn and Swiswon
the metropo
Smith, who
with tucks and lace; now 19c
ses, neatly trimmed with
litan championship two weeks ago. town in entries and contributions
and to divide this purse up Into two
laces and embroideries.
35c Gauze Lisle
The competition will start tomorrow
prizes, the first prize to be $400, It
Regular price 75c to $1.25.
of
. .Vestt
morning with the qualifying round
480
is proposed to limit the entries to cars
Now
scores
32
to
lace
33 holes, the best
qualify.
Made of fine Gauze Lisle,
that are owned in Grant and Luna
17e
On the first day only half of the total
trimmed and plain; now
eo that the race will be
$1.25 Black Satins
entrants will competo, the other half counties,a local affair. The entrance
purely
25c Stationery
Flounces
to play on' Wednesday, and the best
fee Is to be fixed at $100 for each car,
Made of good grade Black
32 to qualify as on the first day. Then
Two for
with a minimum entrance list of ten
Satlne, accordeon pleated.
the 64 players who qualified for the
Koyal Irish Linen Paper, with
500
cars, so that the winning drivers will
Now
envelopes to match, packed in
championship proper will play 72 holes pull down a purse of $1,000. Should
on Thursday and Friday, 36 holes beneat floral box; now 2 for 25c
23c
65o Satlne Flounces
any more cars enter the remaining
ing played each day. In case of a tie money will be divided between the
18
it will be played off Saturday at
other cars as the committee may
holes stroke competition.
direct The race will be held some
'
Ten prizes are offered amounting to rime the latter part of September.
First.
$900, distributed as follows:
All wool French Flannels, 27 Inches, in plaids and light grounds
ma$300 and a gold medal to the winner
with dainty patterns, also two pieces of Wool Challies. These
Boys, Look Out for Green Apples
of the championship, the winner to
terials are specially desirable for Fall waists
Lester Wolroth had a very severe
have custody of the championship cup, attack of cholera morbus brought on
hut he must, if required, give security by eating green apples. His mother,
for its safe keeping; second, $150; Mra. Pearl Wolroth, Herkimer, N. Y.,
third, $100; fourth, $80; fifth, $70; says, "I ' was advised to give him
sixth, $60; seventh, $50; eighth, $40; Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
ninth, $30; tenth, $20. In the event Diarrhoea Remedy, which I did, and
five different patterns.
Wool Plaid Dress Goods, 36 Inches wide, in
of any amateur winning any of the the relief from the first was very
iij
dresses.
Jj
Just the thing for school
prizes he will be given the equivalent great After taking three doses he
in plate.
was all right" For sale by all dealThe following is a table of the win ers. Adv.
ner of the open championships from
CAPE COD FOLK HOLD PAGEANT
li'.H to the present time;
Buzzard Bay, Mass., Aug, 17. Resicom1194 Newport; Willie Dunn defeated
in the employers' liability and
NEW JERSEY LABOR FEDERATION
dents
of this entire section of Massainstallaa
Willie Campbell in final round,
speedy
pensation law, an4
Newark. N. J., Aug. 17 Three
chusetts, together with hundreds of
tion of the "state-use- ''
system in place
2 up.
summer visitors, were treated today
delegates, each of whom was of the contracts at the state prison,
ll95 Newport; Horace Hawlins.
to the first performance of a magnifigarbed completely in union made ap- will be urged by the convention. An
James Foulis. cent outdoor pageant- - illustrating
Shtnecock
1S6
Hills;
the
organization.
as
by
required
act and a "one day
parel
club; Joseph events in the history of Cape Cod for
were present here this morning at the reBt In seven," law also will be urged lMi7Chicago Golf
conannual
300 years. ' Governor Walsh and his
thirty-sixlthe
of
Lloyd.
opening
upon the legislature. It is probable
FedState
staff were among those in attendance.
vention of the New Jersey
also that the convention will take up l$!tSMyopia Hunt club; F. Herd.
The pageant was given in a large
eration of Labor. President Arthur the question of occupational diseases
Win
lS99Baltimore Country dun;
natural amphitheater on the banks of
A. Quinn of Perth Amboy called the
Smith.
the new Cape Cod canal, at a point
gathering to order and delivered his
3 900
Golf
club; Harry
Chicago
Now that he lins a regular job with
Pilerink oPlymauth estabannual address. This, was followed
where,
'
'
'
.
lished a trading post and for years
by the report of Henry F. Hilfers and the Cincinnati Reds Fritz Mollwitz is
AnderWill
Hunt club;
traded with the Dutch of Fort Amster
the reports of the several standing doing splendid work. The former sub- 19(,lMyiia
son, tie with Alex Smith and An- dam and other colonists
will
has
convention
Cubs
of
first
baseman
the
stitute
The
along the
(committees,
derson winner in playoff.
TRlnnrt anunri
TjOneuOWu Rediciliu ftH5 ttCui
"continue"' its' sessions over wmOiroqhfva
high. Cl
den
City; Lawrence Auchterand Wednesday. Important changes stuff around the Jii-s- t station.
"
I
lonies.
W. T. Greene, Hopklnton, N. H.,
f,(i3Baltusrol; tie between Anderson writes the following letter, which wiil
and Brown, former won playoff. interest
every one who has kidney
Net Waist and Hat for August
U;04
Glenvlew; Will Anderson.
trouble. "For over a year, Mrs. Greene
1905 Myopia Hunt club; Will Ander
bed been afflicted with a very stub
son.
born kidney trouble. Foley Kidney
ir.oeonwentsla, Iake Forest, 111.; Fills done more to complete her re
Alex Smith.
covery than any medicine she has ta
1!07 Philadelphia Cricket club; Aiex ken and I feel It
my duty to recom
i
i sr
Ross.
jev Jtw
G.
mend
O.
Schaefer and Red
them."
ir.03 Mvonia Hunt club: Fred mc- Cross Drug Co. Ad.
Leod and Will Smith tied at 72
holes; McLeod won playoff.
The European war may hamper our
!Mi9
Enelewood. N. J. Golf club; G. international
pastime, since Russia
Sargent.
furnishes the horsehide covers for the
1910 Philadelphia Cricket club ;Alec
baseballs.
Smith.
1911 Chicago Golf club; J. J. McDerSour Stom.icii
mott, M. J. Brady and G. O.
If you are troubled with this comSimpson tied; playoff won by J, plaint you should take Chamberlain's
J. McDermott.
Tablets, being careful to observe the
1S12 Country Club of Buffalo; J. J directions with
each bottle. You are
McDermott.
'
certain to be benefited by them if you
Club of Brookline,
1913 Country
give them a trial. Sold by all dealMass.; Francis Ouimet, Harry ers. Adv.
Vardon and Edward Ray tied.
playoff won by Ouimet.
' Pitcher
"Dizzy" Vanworth of the
Ouimet, the present champion and
the youngest player who ever held the Hasting Nebraska State league team,
won in 21
open title, will no doubt be the attrac has a record of 18 games
tion at the tournament opening tomor starts, and a majority of his victories
variety.
rnw. Since he arrived from abroad were of the shut-ou- t
some weeks ago he has played In sev
.
o
y-- erol tournaments in Massachusetts and
SOCIALLY SPEAKING
has demonstrated that when he is
called upon to show his best he can
The hat is of black and white satin prise to the occasion with the confi
dog days, the coolest of
FOR the worn
with white skirts and stretched over a buckram frame with dence of one advanced In years in the
the coolest-lookinhats are in order, an indented crown. An equally good
When last year he play
not simply for the comfort of the effect results from covering a plain gating game.
national
wearer but for that of her friends. It frame with the satin and adding a ed at 72 In the playoff for the
all who
and
Vardon
title
Ray,
a
against
as
1s really refreshing to look at thin, band of buckram, also covered,
A trimming witnessed the play thought that his
enowy white dresses and crisp com- collar around the crown.
binations of black and white in the suited to the late summer season fin medal score was something remark-r.bie- .
ishes the design. It consists of little
days pf the merciless sun and
Four weeks ago Ouimet went
of small frajts cherries, ber around the same course In 68, four
bunches
2. '
T
een
A net waist is pictured here which ries, tiny peaches set
tter Jhan when h gained a
eVo13
V"
Is as cool as any garment can be. It foliage.
'
iff
"' W
1
f;(jj '3i
national
reputation.
A black and white skirt of wash fabis made of a fine white net, having
dots and widely scattered sprays of ric is worn with the waist, and a belt
embroidery over Jts surface. This Is of satin ribbon, in black and white Keep your Ltver Active During the
mounted over a plain waist of coarser stripes, like the silk of which the hat
Summer Month
Foley Cathartic
White canvas shoes and
net used as a foundation. These Is made.
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
foundation waists, ready made, can lisle thread or silk hose finish the deConstipation
be bought for so little that it Is nard- - tails offEs t?ireu?."'!--- It does beat all how quickly Foley
are
beiiiS
.
jv wnrtn whim to make th""
fWl,
et waists. belds
Cathartlo Tablets liven your llYer "and
lulled In easliy and safeljf lauudfeffed. One can
Thf waist in the plctujMi
overcome constipation, Ney Oldham,
Jack Are the Swifts what you
but is otherwise hardly choose lucre useful garment
below the
Cawould
call in the swim?
"Foley
says.
is
eummer
Texas,
Wimberley,
the
gone, they
plain. The front and sleeves are for, after
Jessie Not exactly. They are Just
for wear undrr bod- thartic Tablets are the best laxative
available
are
of
lace
one
double
ruffles,
with
edged
ot on the edge. They are what you
aad one of net. The open throat adds ices that open at the front, where a I ever used. They take the place
might call "waders," but not
fcext
needid
the
is
of
white
look
an!
of
touch
calomel." Wholesome, stirring
something to the attractive
summf-- comfort which makes ihls so face.
rleanslne. No erlplng. A comfort to
JULIA fcOTTOMLEY.
Una a model.
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Read The Optic Want Ads.
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
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ness tomorrow. The concluding featrj
the situation is such that we
Skin Health Ccmos
liroa ttrlll (.A 1,1
...,.....!,.
acd abroad. The resumption of the cannot wait until these vessels are
row
must
we
followed
seize the oppoLondon Stock Exchange for business constructed,
night,
by a street carniFrom
Bleed
val and ball.
however is remote; the impossibility rtunity by buying the best ships on
of closing up transactions with many the best terms that may be obtained.
Even Slight Eruptions Such As
FABLED BEAR CAPTURED
The European nations are no longer
of the principal centers of Europe beThere's lot of, It but generally
17. Old "ClubSilver
at
all
to
logeach
Aug.
serious
most
a
other,
the
City,
polite
being
Acne Should Be Treated.
of
ing
problem
too mixed. with rock to be profoot," the most ferocious and most
charatcer. There Is no immediate gerheads, and not until "the hurlybur-ly'f- c
fabled bear that ever roamed the updone and the battle's lost and
fitable.
OF
OF
prospect of opening the New York
per Gila river country, has been capStock Exchange, but much relief will won" will there be peace. Who could
tured. This is a great relief to the
result from the appointment of the have dreamed that In this twentieth
Much the same with food
cattle
men of that section as the big
In
civilization
with
its
preson
the
century,
to
buycommittee
five
ADof
pass
LAS VEGAS ATTORNEY TO
FISCAL YEAR JUST CLOSED EN
The nourishment in
value.
bear was one of the country's greatof securities for cash at not less ent advanced stage, that history would
LAWYERS OF THE
JOYED BIG TRADE IN BUZZ
DRESS
ing
est menaces to the range. It is also
many foods Is In such form that
than the closing prices of July 30th. repeat itself In the barbaric fighting
STATE
BUGGIES
a relief to the publto in general wh
it cannot be readily assimilated.
This will allow the completion of many now going on between the nations of
for years have been listening to the
of
the
expenditure
legitimate contracts, and will prevent Europe. However,
Washington, Aug. 17. Exports of
.Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 17. The
tales of hunters who have penetrated
as
war
a
at
for
In
$50,000,000
needs,
values
demoralization
day
GRAPE-NUTStates
security
any
is sclentifcally
annual meeting of the New Mexico automobiles from the United
nnfi
rtmplpg and other nkln trouble docome
the
Gila, all of whom claim to flight
an
will
on tue face like fllfn.
ImporThey
eventually be
through excessive trading.. Practic- present,
liar association to be held in Albuquer- in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, haveupper
are
from
out
within.
impurprepared from wheat and barley
bubbling
They
killed (or nearly killed) the ities. And 1f let alone or
ally it means that this market will be tant factor In bringing about peace que Tuesday and Wednesday, August were the largest on record. Their
greased wltls
to present their rich nourishcould always be salves they beeome chronic, simply because
sustained at about the last prices of and the laying down of the lion and IS and !), promises to be one of .the total, Including shipments to Alaska, monster. Club-foo- t
the cause la still at work within. It shouli!
ment In easily digestible form.
with 8. S. H. and the Impurities)
the 30th of July when the New York the lamb together. Should this result most 'argeiy attended and most suc- Hawaii and Porto Rico, amounted to distinguished by his tracks which be attacked
the blood tlius rendered harmless.
were the largest of any bear in the la The
Is
stock exchange closed. . Extensive ef- i:i a general disarmament of all na- cessful in the hiBtory of the organiza-tiun- . $40,130,565,
in
but a net work ot fine blood
gkln
$39,325,000
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1913,
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former
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number
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sequence that any Influence In the bloo-unusually large
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the money situation, and our bankers sating for the loss of lives and treas- attorneys will attend because of the The year's total includes 30,130 com- foot was mutilated through a trap ac- that is a conditionIn of ill akin.
cells-making
There ara
first appearance
the
breaks down the starch
Walter certain
medicinal properties that follow tho
are of course all exercising unusual ure as general armament was certain- democratic convention, which began plete cars, valued at $27,797,042; au- cident, hence the name.
course
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stream and the Influence
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tomobile tires, $4,159,454; automobile Hotchkiss, a government trapper, is of these properties
precautions in credit operations. Hap- ly leading to the general bankruptcy today.
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.
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such
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a particularly
There is one Wredlent
skin.
tion to stand the strain imposed by a
present
most delicate stomach.
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With the sole exception of 1908 ntany moons, through the wildest of glandularpeculiarly
blood
vt st European war. It is but reason- able opportunity for Intending invest- 1'i'ogram, which is a very attractive
from
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activity to select
from this line net work of blood vessel
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prey
traps In Hell quires for regeneration.
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the possibility of being drawn Into those who buy outright in them times
on the question of "Tax Legislation." commerce, the value of automobiles feet 7 inches from tall
constantly tnklmj from the blood the nutri21
to
nose,
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tissue
for
the maelstrom. Europe and the rest of present low prices for p rr. anent
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required
as constantly belnii
Oilier papers will be read in an order exported was $1,895,C05; in 1909,
inches across the forehead, 10 feet cause of disease Is just
of the commercial world are looking investment, and hold on without regard
in
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Grape-Nu- ts
of
and
nannies.
and
scattered
exclusive
removed,
1914,
tr? t e announced later.
Tuesday even-ii.from tips of front feet across the These facts are more fully explained In a
to the United States as never before. to shocks or setbacks will in rt'ie treaThe Swift
book on skin troubles Rent
a symposium will be held in the parts and shipments to our own non- shoulders.
were
There
six bullet Specific Co.. Ml Swift Illdir., byAtlanta, fin.
While Europe cannot expect the Uni- son reap handsome profits. To thoso
havcontiguous
$26,574,571,
territories,
on
all drtiq
at
find
S.
in
8.
8.
an
You
sale
followed
will
Commercial
sold by Grocers
club,
by
holes in the hide, being shots from stores.
t
a bottle
ted States to finance the war, we are willing to buy on this basis we parti
and uauUb. all
informal social program. The sympo- ing quintupled in five years and
most
skin
afflictions.
the
powerful rifles. None ever
thirteen-folin a decade.
quite likely to give important aid in eu'arly Invited either mail correspond- sium will include
talks on creased
penetrated through the fat. There
the matter of extending credit and re ence or personal Interviews for con
one-hal- t
of
Europe
bought nearly
"Ilminent Jurists," by Federal Judge
our entire sales of automobiles to was a bounty of $400 from the gov- linemen saw that something had haplieving foreign bankers of their usual sultation. While the New York stock W. II.
United States Senator T.
ernment for Club-fooPope,
besides the
seasonal financing of American pro- exchange is closed our office remains
countries last year, although
' pened and hurriedly went to Jean's
K. Catron, and Hon. Frank W. Par foreign
raised
men.
cattle
purses
by
'
some shipments thither are for
ducts.. We may even find it to our open and customers are invited to
rescue, bringing the apparently lifeless
ker, justice of the supreme court.
to other parts of the world.
advantage to aid finance the war If make it their headquarters.
All im
body to earth. A telephone message
The public is cordially invited to at
To the United Kingdom the exports
Favorite Remedy for Diarrhoea
such funds are used to pay for our portant war news and items of genwas hurriedly sent to Manager A. F.
tend the meetings of the bar associa"About three years ago I had a se Van Diense, of the light company, who
amounted to 7,222 cars, valued at
wheat, cotton, etc. Our surplus food eral Interest will be found on our bul tion.
to Germany, 1,435, valued at rious attack of summer complaint rushed in an automobile to the scene
supplies will be sold to Europe at a letin boards.
On Wednesday evening a banquet
to France, 1,429, valued at The doctor's medicine failed to bene of the accident, bringing with him a
handsome profit. The world may con$1,059,249;
HENRY CLEWS'.
will be given for members of the asso
sume less cotton next year, but Lanca$924,130; and to other countries of fit me, so I sent for a bottle, of Cham pulmotor, which was hastily put Into
ciation in the Alvarado hotel. Judge
shire is hungry for the fleecy staple
Europe, 3,271, valued at $2,580,428. berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea action In the hope of saving Jean's
$100 Reward, $100
E. A. Mann is to preside as toastmas- In
Canada and Australia are also im- Remedy upon the recommendation of life. However, the pulmotor was not
must
order to keep her
that
be had
The readers of this paper will be ter.
mills going and her export markets
portant markets, the former having one of my neighbors. One dose of it effective.
pleased to learn that there is at least
The program for the two days will taken 4,642
CLEWS SEES PROSPERITY FOR satisfied with cotton fabrics.
Ger- one dreaded
cars, valued at $3,919,-776- ; did me more good than .all the other
The deceased was about 25 years old
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include the reading of the following
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latter, Including other medicine I had used. I improve ra and had erterej the employment of
a
suffer
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unfortunately
been able to cure in all its stages, and papers:
ROPE'S STRUGGLE
Britain Oceania, 4,244, valued at
idly and In a short timo 1 was wcM," uic li.:ht
mendous loss in export trade, which that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
company some two months
"Needed Changes in Appellate Pro
To South America as a whole writes Mrs. May HIggins, Peru, Ind.
neither Great Britain nor France will is the only positive cure now known
was
He
a native of Fort Smith,
ago.
cedure," by Hon. Clarence J. Roberts, we sold last year 1,985 automobiles, For sale by all dealers Adv.
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be- chief
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ste. The initial shock to business
LINEMAN IS KILLED
export, of course, cannot beduplicated; a constitutional
treatment.
Hall's Par," Hon W. J. Lucas, chairman of 167, valued at $256,675.
The growth of exports of automobeen safely passed without grave dis- but there would seem to be no reason Catarrh Cure Is taken
actAlbuquerque, N. M., Aug. 17. While
internally,
the state board of examiners.
biles has been accompanied by a coraster on this side, and as a people why many of the big orders which she
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on in spite of the war. The strong ef- as Great Britain will not be able to destroying
1,624, valued at $2,905,391 in 1909 to
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ease, and giving the patient strength
employed
by the Albuquerque
Hon.
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Legislation," by
300 cars, valued at $620,493 in 1914,
forts to steady the general situation satisfy such demands.
Germany, by building up the constitution and Frank W. Clancy, attorney
Gas, Electric Light and Power comof
general
a new low record for the decade. Of
emanating from leaders in the busi- moreover, has an Immense overseas assisting nature in doing its work.
was almost Instantly killed Satthe state. .
the year's Imports 134 were from pany,
ness world are having their beneficent commerce aggregating about
The proprietors have so much Taltb
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? .'
Hon.
Summers
Krt.lcs.'
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tj40
from the United Kingdom,
France,
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how the regrettable accident
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attorney
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from
reand
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In
Italy,
Germany. occurred is not
ard may be permanently Impaired. One Hundred Dollars for any case New Mexico.
operation are working wonders
known, but from all
W.l 3 1 fa.11
if
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storing or readjusting trade, move- German vessels have carried on an that it fails to cure. Send for list of
r.ccounts the unfortunate lineman un' Collection of Delinquent Taxes," by
CITROLAXI
ments. The most important relief enormous
trade with testimonials.
consciously touched a live wire, carry-te- f
Hon. C. W. G. Ward, district attorney
CiTROLAX J
thus far obtained Is the announcement North and South America and also
a .heavy electrical current Ills
Adress. F. 3. .CHENEY and CO., To for the Fourth judicial district.
CITROLAXI
that Great Britain has been able to with the Far East A very consider ledo, O. shoulder and hands were burned and
It's a laxative of course and the death
communication able portion of this might be won by
reopen
IN
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
evidently came quickly. Fellow
nicest
hot weather drink you ever
Trouble
Had
with the prospect that other avenues the United States did we possess an
With
Stomach
Her
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
"About four years ago I began to tasted. Flushes thoroughly and pleas
of sea transport may soon be reason- adequate merchant marine. The time pation. Adv
We
will
commerce.
for
have
safe
trouble with my stomach and antly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
is highly propitious for such a moveably
shortly be able to ship our surplus ment Prompt and intelligent legis- NEW YORK G. O. P. CONVENTION found it necessary to eat sparingly," V., says: "Have used laxatives for
15 years but this CItrolax has got
wheat and cotton, for which we need lative action is needed. If we are to
Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. 17, Leaders writes Mrs. Bernice Wyandt Lima,
the proceeds, quite as much as Europe i egain our former prestige upon the of the republican party in New York Ohio. "There was. a dull and heavy everything else beat a mile." Try It.
MOST
YOUR
will need the products. There has also high seas we must be able to build are gathering here In anticipation of feeling in my stomach after eating 0. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
been considerable relief in the foreign and operate ships as cheaply as our the state conference which is to meet that was most uncomfortable. I was Co. Adv.
exchange situation, although that competitors. Unless we go In on the tomorrow for the purpose of drafting also annoyed by frequent headaches.
,
LIGHTHOUSES FOR PANAMA
branch of commerce Is still badly de- same basis as our rivals important suc- a platform for the coming campaign. After taking a number of medicines
Panama, Aug. 15. Work will be
moralized. The establishment of the cess would be very doubtful. Con- By agreement of the leaders the con without benefit I got a bottle of
moratorium abroad leaves Internation- gress Is now considering new legisla- vention! will abstain from recommend- Chamberlain's Tablets and found they begun soon on the construction of 14
al transactions In a state of deplorable tion upon this important subject, and ing a Btate ticket for nomination in were just the thing.' Two bottles of small lighthouses for the Panama govconfusion; but these are the exigen- it is to be hoped that the shackles fhe primaries next month. United them rid me of this complaint" For ernment. The work will be dona by
private contractors. All of the llghtr
cies of war. and must be faced as best which have impeded our American de- States Senator Elihu Root will be the sale by all dealers. Adu.
houses will be on the Pacific coast and
1hey can for some time to come. Fin velopment will now be permanently temporary chairman of the convention
will be a distinct aid to the navigaA HEALTHY, HAPPY WIFE
ancial London has partially recovered removed. For many years we have and will deliver, the keynote address.
its equilibrium and the reduction of been fully occupied in building rail- It la expected that a large part of is the greatest inspiration a man can tion of these waters, especially to the
the Bank of England rate is a decided roads for the development of our do his address will be devoted to princi have and the life of the family, yet small coast traders that make the
ly reassuring symptom. Its action also mestic trade. Now we need to build pies to be enunciated at the constf- - how many homes in this fair land port of Panama their home port. The
in opening a credit agency at Ottawa ships to develop our foreign trade; tutional convention next spring.
are blighted by the ill health of wife light houses will be located as fol
lows: One at the entrance to Pan
and mother!
It may be backaches, headaches, the ama Bay, one on Melon Island, one
tortures of a displacement or some at San Carlos, one at Port Obaldla,
ailment
peculiar to her sex which one at Port Posada, two at Aquadulce,
SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
makes life a burden. Every woman ore at Chltre at the entrance to the
in this
condition should rely upon V1U river, two at' Mensabe, one
5O,0M.M
100.000.N
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com at Santa Lucia river, and two on
Lydia
....
,,
pound, made from, roots and herbs, to Lin art es rock.
restore her to health and happiness.
"
Adv.
Sufferera of Hay Fever
and Asthma Get a Bottle of FoDont endure ihe needless pain and
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
I. H. Cunningham, Preside it
D, T. Hosklnt, Cashier,
torment' of rheumatism, aggravated as
Restful
sleep, relief and comfort
'rank Springer,
it i3 by the hot weather. W. T.
from choking, gasping asthma and tor;
a house
Nicholson, Ga., says: "I Buf menting hay fevec for those who take
fered the aches and pains of rheuma Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a
been burglarized
tism, swollen feet, Irregular painful healing soothing coating as it glides
brief
bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills down a raw tickling throat, and stops
po- fixed me up quickly. Foley's are the irritating coughs and colds. O. Q.
was
best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
will be materially helpful both here and as
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RISK WRITERS IN SESSION
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 17. From

all sections of the country the members of the National Association of
Local Fire Insurance Agents have
rounded up in this city to attend the
annual meeting of the association.
The convention was formally opened
today and will be continued In session over Wednesdayi,
Few set
speeches are scheduled, special emphasis being laid on the subjects for
impromptu discussion from the floor.
These include the various problems
which have been agitating the agents
and companies in the last few years.

time the

liceman
at the
other end of his beat.

Adv.
ELKS MEET IN HELENA
Helena, Mont., Aug. 17. Helena Is
entertaining for two days the annual
state convention of the order of Elks.
Large delegations, nearly all of them
accompanied by bands, are here from
Great Falls, Miles City, Anaconda,
Butte and other leading cities of the
state. Governor Stewart welcomed
the visitors at the opening of the gath-th- e
visitors at the opening of the gathering this morning. A reception was
held at the capitol this afternoon and
later there were automobile trips for
the visiting Elks, and their ladles.
The convention will conclude its bust
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and ' there Is an extra cavalry division un
der the command of Major General
womanhood.
Think it over, fathers and mothers Edmund Allen.
Each army corps Is formed of 24 In
and members of the shcool board.
ESTABLISHED 187
o
fantry battalions of about 1,000 men
each on a war footing, six cavalry
OPTIC BULLETIN' SERVICE regiments, eight batteries of horse ar
Published by
CHANGED
tillery of six guns each, 18 batteries
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
The
Optic has been informed by of field artillery, two Howitzer bat
(Incorporated)
Melville E. Stone, general manager of teries and troops of engineers signal
Editor. tho Associated Press, that the rules of corps, army service corps and other
m. M. PAOQETT.
that organization denying to members details..
the right to post bulletins in any place
The British field force therefore
other than their main office or branch should contain 72 infantry battalions,
office are to be strictly enforced. Ac- 81 regiments, 24 batteries of horse arEntered at the pofitofflce at East cording to Mr. Stone's lnterpretatalon, tillery with 144 guns, 64 batteries of
n
"branch offices" must be bona fide and field artillery with 24 guns, and the
las Vega, New Mexico for
permanent locations where business usual details, according to the latest
States
United
the
through
is
transacted by the Associated Press Hrltlsh army list given out at the end
walls a second clasa matter.
member furnishing the bulletins, and of July.
must not be established simply for the
The first army corps Is commanded
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
of displaying news telegrams. by Lieutenant General Sir Douglas
purpose
Dally, by Carrier
For the convenience of the public, Iiaig, the third by Major General W.
I ,05
rer Com
The Optic established some months P Pultenry and the second, was led
One Week
Grier- .66 ago the custom of displaying bulletins by Lieutenant General Sir James
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and
street
has
who
and
Sixth
corner
died
on
of
son,
the
suddenly today
7.60
Cne Tear lo- been
that
another
general.
avenue,
denominating
replaced
by
Douglas
Dally, by Mall
office. A rigid
,16.00 cation as a branch
One Tear (In advance)
order would
Stone's
of
Mr.
Montenegrins Occupy Bosnia
8.00
1x Monthi (tn advance)
of this custom.
London, Aug. 17. A dispatch from
the
abandoning
require
7.00
One Tear (In arreara)
l
explicit permission Is obtained Home to the Exchange Telegraph comS.76
f$x Monthi (in arrears)
from the Associated Press to do other- pany says the Montenegrin troops
wise, The Optio will post its war bul- l ave crossed the Bosnian frontier and
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
occupied the town of Tchainitza, after
letins in front of the main office.
GROWER
a fierce battle. The dispatch adds
12 00
ae Yeir
the Montenegrins have captured
1.M
that
SU Months
eight Austrian blockhouses in Herzegovina between Bllek and Trebinje.
(Caih In Advanca for Mall
They have also occupied seven vil6ubacriptlona.)
lages near Trebinje and have taken
Remit by check, draft or money
(Continued from Page One)
12 Austrian officers prisoners.
erder. II tent otherwise we will not
French Win Victory
fee responsible for loss.
bureau of the
regulations. The Leipzig had placed
The official press
Specimen copies free on application. an order for 700 tons..
war office and admiralty has issued
Under the neutrality regulations the a statement
saying that French
AT
Leipzig can take on only sutHcient troons. in the course of a rapid ad
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
coal to carry her to the nearest Ger- vance along the valley of the Schir-mecEXPIRATION OF TIME
man port, in this case Apia, Samoa.
have taken 1,000 prisoners.
PAID FOR
She must loave before 1 o'clock toThe scene of the frgnting of the last
the morrow morning.
are guaranteed
few days In upper Alsace, the official
Advertiser
s
circulation
announcement continues, showed the
and
Lurking in the fog bank off the
weekly
largest dally
is supposed to be the French great destructive effects of the fire
f any newspaper in northern New
armored
cruiser Montcalm, a vessel of the allied artillery. Trenches aban
Mexico,
superior In everything but sneed. The doned by the enemy are filled with
TELEPHONES
Leipzig was built to make 23 knots dead and wounded.
2
Main
aud the Montcalm 21. The Leipzig Is
The French wing at Dinant had
.
..
Office
Sualnesa
Main 2 only 3,250 tons displacement and the been badly cut up and nearly routed
News Department
Montcalm of 2,398. Supposedly, how- when suddenly the strains of the
resounded In the French
ever, the Leipzig will be in touch with
MONDAY, AUGUST 17, 1914.
the Nurnberg, a cruiser of the same lines and the men rallied. With splenclass, as soon as she gets outside the did gallantry they charged, hurling
GOOD EXAMPLE FOR NEW tbree-mllthemselves on the German troops, golimit.
MEXICO
In San Diego lies the Japanese crui ing through their lines and putting
A former governor or tne neignoor-stat- e ser Idsuma which carries heavier me them to flight.
Turks Invade Bulgaria
of Kansas has offered a tal than any foreign warship in these
Official
waters.
dispatches say Greece has
of
j ize of $1,000 in cash to the city
that Turkish
received information
1
. second class that can demonstrate
troops are crossing Bulgarian terri1
it it offers the best advantage in
tory and marching in the direction of
flrreee;- - Tho Greek Eovorumont, in
t.ie Jayhawker state for the rearing of
consequence of these reports, has no
liildren to useful manhood and wom
tified Turkey that lr this news should
rivalanhood. By creating a friendly
be confirmed, corresponding military
VVQRIED
ry, he hopes to draw the cities of the
and naval measures will be taken im
elate Into a competition which will re
mediately by Greece.,
sult in benefit to the entire common- French Advance in Alsace
(Continued from Page One?
A dispatch from Paris to the Havas
Health. The city which receives the
nave oc
Iirize will profit only slightly more dfrtook new offensive operations agency says French troops
of Schirmeck, 12
the
towns
cupied
than will the other places which enter against the Belgian front.
f
kilometers (seven and
miles)
It was evident that the Germans
the competition, as the latter will have
Alsace.
took
In
Saales,
They
eyond
wondera
were awaiting reinforcements. When 12 field
Improved civic conditions to
12 caissons and eight
guns,
ful extent
tlitse arrived they proceeded lu the
rapid fire guns. The French cavalry
The cities will be graded and clas- direction of Wavre, a town 15 miles then
pushed on to Mulback and Lut- sified by a commission of men and southeast of Brussels. During this ad zclhausaAvomen selected by the donor of the vance the Germans encountered the
prize. To win, a city mut show that f. re of the Belgian outposts, and after
BIG BOUT POSTPONED
its educational system, Its moral at- a number of skirmishes the German
London, Aug. 17, The fight ar
mosphere and its sanitary condition offense movement was stopped. This
foif tonight between "Gunboat"
are almost perfect It must demo- information was obtained from official ranged
the American heavyweight
Smith,
nstrate that within Its borders a child sources in Paris today.
and "Young" Ahem of New
pugilist,
lias the best chance of reaching ma
Aviator Shows Coolness
York, has been postponed until Au
turity unimpaired by the effects of The following story illustrating the gust 24. owing to the illness of Ahem
disease, uncorrupted morally and un- - coolness of French aviators is being
handicapped by a poorly taught and recited In Paris today. While flying
i FOREIGN.
SHIPS LOSE
more poorly absorbed education.
over Alsace an aviator was obliged, on
:.jM& 47, By a vote of
Washington
To win this prize the cities of Kan- account of lack of gasoline, to land 40 to 20 the senate
today rejected the
sas are putting forth every effort in an Alasatjon villa. While he was fill conference report on the shipping bill
1'ublic schools have added athletic ing his tank he was surprised by a to admit
foreign built ships to Ameri
equipment and secured physical direc- strong German patrol. Unmindful of can registry and proposing to open
tors in order that the health of the tho presence of the enemy, the French the coastwise trade to foreign craft
Children may be conserved. Addition- man continued to replenish, his supply
al departments have been added to the of fuel. The Germans were taken
schools to enable children who are aback and fearing a trap, they halted
backward In their studies to make up nearby, without firing.
lost ground under teachers hired for
When his tank was replenished
that especial purpose. Sanitary in- the aviator resumed his flight. The
spectors have been engaged to see that Germans then perceived that they bad
flie cities are kept in the most healthy been hoodwinked. They fired at tlfe
n; Si.Addition, and officers of the law have aeroplane without result
$
been enlisted in a movement to rigidly
enforce all statutes that conserve pub-.liAttempt on Wireless Station
morals.
Ottawa, Ont, Aug. 17. A dispatch
One may ask what all this activity from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, to the
states
In the state of Kansas has to do with Canadian militia department,
Las Vegas. No prize is offered In New that an attempt to destroy the wireMexico, and what's the use of giving less station there was made early
Sentries fired on and pursued
mere than passing notice to the endeavors of a band of Jayhawkers, who the men who made the attempt.
are famed for their adoption of fads? A dispatch received here today from
No Premiums with Camels
The answer is this. In the not dis- the British war department at London
cost of the
tant future New Mexico will awaken announced that all soldiers who were
in Camel Cig5
in
a state of desertion August will
jriore thoroughly to the need for edarettes simply forbids the
surren
receive
best
under
the
provided
they
pardons,
ucating its youth
giving; of such induceconditions of mind and body, and der themselves in the United King
ments.
It would, be a source of pride and hon- - dom before September 4, or at any
20 for JOc and you never
nr If Las Vegas were to be found in station where there are regular forces,
smoked
a better cigarette
4.
before
October
the forefront of a movement such as
at any price. They're
Jhas been started in Kansas. Though
pleasing in flavor and fraBritain's Big Army
no prize may ever be offered. Las Ve
grance. Besides, they will
New York, Aug. 17. English papers
seas would reap a benefit that would
not bite your tongue or parch
your throat, nor will they leave
surpass any sum of money that might received here today give details of the
that cigarttty taste I
to. won. This city already Is known composition of the British expedition
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO. .
the educational canital of the state, ary force under Commander Field
N. C
tnd it can hold Its prestige and add to Marshal Sir John French. The field
It by a more careful effort to create ( force Is composed of three army corps,
Ideal conditions here for capitalizing each comportsing two divisions, and
its youtn into useful manhood
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POPULAR YOUNG MAN
New York; Aug. 17.

IN DOUGVICTIM OF ACCIDENT
LAS HAD LARGE NUMBER
OF FRIENDS

ivr

GORHAM

The funeral of the late N. J. Dillon,
Jr., was held from the Immaculate
Conception church on Saturday morn-inat 10 o'clock.
Mr. Diiiuu was born In this city oh
August 10, 1892, being 22 years of age
ST
on the day of his death. He was well
and favorably known, not only in this
city but in the many towns along
QUALITY IS FIRST
the Santa Fe, where he he?d responCONSIDERATION
sible positions.
Washington, Aug. 17. Two
He entered the service of Santr Fe
for use on Europen
railroad in 1907 as apprentice telegbattlefields, one from the Rockefeller foundation for $10,000 and
rapher in the local offices. Being a
one from Mrs. Russell Sage for
boy of winning personality and strong
headambition he. made rapid progress in
$3,500, reached Red Cross
'; A
the railroad world. In a tew months
quarters here today.
he was given a position as telegrapher
in one of the company's offices. His
London, Aug. 17. Several Auspromotions followed rapidly until he
trian army corps have Invaded
,
E
.il m
J ii iTWEMrYTMln y
sir"
was placed in charge of an important
Russian territory, according to
station as agent for the company,
the Vienna correspondent of the
holding positions in this capacity at
Reuter Telegraph company. The
numerous places between Trinidad
Russian advance on Zalosce, Brody
The Niew
among the passengers.
and Albuquerque.
and Zatalk In Sillcia close to the
LINERS SUCCtSSFCLLY
Amsterdam flew the neutral Dutch
In January, 1911, he resigned and
Russian frontier and northeast of
flag, and satisfied as to her identity,
to El Paso to accept a position
went
checked.
Lemberg has been
EVADE OEBSUN SHIPS the Essex ordered heris to proceed.
with the El Paso & Southwestern.
due in New
The Niew Amsterdam
His first office with this company
York tonight.
London, Aug. 17. A Brussels
was at Hachita, N. M., the terminal
dispatch to the Exchange TeleTHREE BIG VESSELS BEARING
of the E. p. & S. W. and A. & N. M.
graph company says the French
REFUGEES REACH MONTHis advancements were rapid.
His
casualties In the fighting between
REAL SAFELY
popularity with his fellow employes
Namur and Dinant were heavy, as
of
and
officials
the
the
road,
coupled
enwere
the Germans
strongly
Montreal, Aug. 17. After exciting
with his sterling ability, won for him
trenched and their artillery at the
was
until
he
made
voyages
during which they sped
steady
promotions
outset played- great havoc with
agent for this company at Don Luis, through fogs among hidden icebergs
the French.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Arizona.
to avoid German warships, the three
Kansas
City, August 17. Hogs, reHisi success in this position called British
c
liners, carrying
London, Aug. 17. A dispatch
Market lower.
7,000.
him
in
to
offices
Canadthe
of
Douglas
ceipts
more than 3,000 American and
July
from Amsterdam to the Central
hfst
held
which
he
with
here
war
arrived
year,
position
ian
today
News
Cattle, receipts 17,000. Market lowrefugees,
says the captain of the
credit to himself and to the company from Europe. They were the Virgin-Ia- er.
Dutch steamer Epsilon on his arup to the time of his sad death.
of the Canadian Pacific railway,
rival at Ymuiden today reported
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market steady.
Mr.
In
was
Dillon
considerDouglas
Teutonic of the White Star line,
the
In
a
German dreadnaught
seeing
ed one of the most promising men in and the Tunisian of the Allan line.
the harbor at Trondjhem, which
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
that
city..
In order not to divulge their posi
had been put out of action. Her
Aug. 17. Wheat opened V
Chicago,
tions to the enemy, the fog horns and
funnels weer smashed and one
1
cent
to
under Saturday on a dePEACE
COMMISSION
READY
and
were
bells
the
of
kept quiet
ships
side was scarred with holes from
17.
The Ameri all lights were kept dark. Passengers cline at Liverpool and hedging sales
Washington, Aug.
shell fire. No confirmation of the
can peace commission to Santo Do on the Teutonic reported ' that the
by cash houses, but a fair demand was
report has reached the official
mingo has arrived in Puerto Plata and ship had been pursued by a German uncovered at the recession. The marnews bureau here.
will hold its first meeting today, ac- cruiser. The warship at times swept ket closed firm and
to T6 higher
to a dispatcm to the navy de- the seas with her searchlights In an on
cording
New York, Aug. 17. A message
covering.
partment. Delegates from both the effort to find the liner. The Teutonic
from Santos, Brazil, posted today
Larger receipts and prospects of an
rebels and from President , Bordai's lay to during this operation and the increased movement this week sent
at the maritime exchange, anforces will participate.. The American cruiser finally disappeared.
corn prices off
to
at the opening.
nounced that the Hamburg-Amerl-cawith a detachment
A wireless call for help was then At the decline commission houses protransport
Hancock,
Catharlna
Santa
of
steamship
of marines,"
off Santo sent but by the Teutonic, no bar pas- duced orders for
that company South American
September, and the
oDmingo city.
sengers reported, and it not only whole list steadied. The close was
service had been captured by a
brought a British cruiser, which was sliong
to lYi cents up.
British cruiser. The message did
MERCANTIL EMEN MEET
supposed to have been the Essex, but Oats were in better demand than
not give the name of the cruiser
St. Louis, Aug. 17. Representing 97 the German warship also returned.
or mention to what port the prize
ttber cereals. The opening was M.
cities
in the United States and several According to the passenger the Brit- cent
was being taken.
cents lower, and earhigher to
in England and Cuba, the National ish cruiser was in pursuit of the Gerprices held within the opening
ly
Association of Mercantile agencies man warship when they sawthe last
New York, Aug. 17. All Gerrange.
opened Its ninth annual convention of the two vessels.
man residents In Jamaica have
Provisions were quiet and prices unhere
a
Would Sell Ships
today for three days' session.
been placed under arrest, accordto 124 cents down on larger
changed
New York, Aug. 17. Like the Hamburging to the captain of the Norweat the stock yards. The closreceipts
h-American
TOO MUCH PRESS
line, the North Gei
gian steamship Obldena In port
ing quotations were:
Washington, Aug. 17. Information man Lloyd line, also German owned,
today from JPamalcan ports.
Dec. 95; May
Wheat, Sept.
6V
as to the publicity activity of the
announced today that It is willing to
partment of agriculture was called sell its ships to Americans, if it can MjP0.Read The Optic Want Ads.
Corn, Sept. 78; Dec. 68.
for in a resolution passed by the get the iprlce it demands for them.
Dec. 44.
Oats, Sept.
house today. Representative Simpich In making the announcement officials
Jan. $21.20.
Pork,
$22.10;
Sept.
of Washington, who introduced the of the company said: "The present
Oct. $9.65.
Lard,
$9.52;
Sept.
resolution, charged that 20 employes situation In Europe has nothing to do
I
Ribs, Sept. $12.60; Oct $12.17.
of the department were doing press with our willingness t6 sell., We have
j
TODAY IN CONGRESS
agent work without authority by law. always been ready to sell.
Automobile stage line to Mora triDutch Vessel Stopped
GENERAL GRIERSON DEAD
The British cruiser Essex last night weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and SatLondon, Aug. 17. Lieutenant Gen- fired two shots across the bow of the urday, leaving Las Vegas postoffica
Washington, Aug. 17. Senate: Met eral Sir James Grlerson died sudden- Holland-America-n
liner Niew Amster- 8 a. m.; arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
at 11 a. m.
ly In a train in England, todajr.j "Stir dam, speeding to thrs port from Ply- Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
Debate on registry bill continued.
James, who was born 'in
was one mouth, according to a wireless today 5:45'.' tn. Fare for round trip, $5;
House: Met at noon.
of the foremost of British military from Plymouth.
one "way, $3. Round trip tickets good
Passed resolution calling on the de- leaders. He had a
The dispatch says that the incident for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
long war record,
partment of agriculture for informa and at the time of his death held the occurred about 200 miles south of 419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 897.
tion as to the work of the depart eastern command In tho British army.. Halifax and created
Adv.
great excitement
ment's publicity bureau.
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One hun-

dred and fifty Americana are
marooned at Baden, Baden Germany, without meant of communication with the outside world,
according to a cablegram received
here today by the American embassy association from Its president, E. Clarence Jones.
The cablegram was transmitted
by Zoren Llste, American consul
general at Rotterdam, and states
that the German government Is
treating the' Americans well, and
giving them food.
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DILLON WAS
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HIE DAILY OPTIC
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These styles are so unusual from the ordinary coutille and botlste
garments that you should make it a point to see them before buying
"
your new corset.
'
They fit and feel just as well as they look
and give the
same perfect comfort and satisfaction enjoyed by
every
wearer of WARNER'S CORSETS,
The beautiful model 621 shown here Is of batiste '
attractively
!?
finished
with
silk flossing and trimmed with lace and. ribbons U
Low bust and long encasing skirt, freedom Is assured.
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Store of Quality

Railroad

Opposite

Castaneda
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Hotel

LA

Parisian Dry Cleaners

PERSONALS
Mrs. Rufus Mead

::';z:

returned Saturday

night from Pasadena, Calif. She will
be In the city for several weeks preparatory to moving to California,
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SYSTERl

.

:

R. H. E.
9
4

1

0

2
Chicago
Batteries: '.'Bailey and Jacklltsch;
jonnson ana, wnson.

At

St

Buffalo

R.

Louis

.

St. Louis
Anderson
Batteries:
Groom and Simon,

H.E.

2 10
3 13

and

Western League

.At Lincoln

0
2

Blair;
,.

R.H.E.

11 H 2
Denver .,
4 7 4
Lincoln .
and
. .Batteries:
McCarty;
Harrington
Cooney, and Rohr.
,r

'

'

i1'1,

R. H. E.
Second Game
- 2 9 2
Denevr , ,,
3 6 1
Lincoln.
Batteries:: Morgan, Mitchell and
Spahr; Dessau and Blackburn.

R.H.E.

.At Topeka

9 13 2
Topeka .
4 6 1
Wichita ....
and
Gleason;
Ridgeway
.jBatterlesSlagle, Durham and Graahm.

At Sioux City
it .5R.H.E.
9 0
Sioux City
4 8 1
Des Moines
Batteries: Clark and Murphy; Mo- grldge and Haley,.-

NO OPPOSITION

:

TO

H. B. FERGUSSON

DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION
WILL NOMINATE HIM FOR
CONGRESS

record. He is of the welterweight
class and is fast on his feet. He has
been successful in almost every fight
fie has been in and is matched for an
affair in Santa Fe on the nineteenth
of this month. All who have seen
him fight were pleased with his exhibition and it is believed Las Vegas
is fortunate in having a boxer of his
ability signed' for a bout.
Gallegos has been spending the
summer In Mora training and has
been in several' contests with Mora
righters. H hai"fhs record of beine
a good mixer and' is" able to take as
much as he gives. He is a promising
comer in ' the welterweight division
and whew he meets York he will do
his best to down the Silver City lad,
as he is looking for fights in Denver
and El Paso.

Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 17. State
issues are occupying all the attention
of the 400 delegates attending the state
democratic convention here today. In
his kneyote speech Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca called attention to
the high price of wool as a refutation
of republican arguments against the
democratic tariff policy, and defended
the taxation and low county salary
policies of Governor McDonald. There
is no opposition to H. B. Fergusson,
the present congressman, who will be
renominated by acclamation tonight.
There are several candidates for
the office of state corporation com
missioner, the only other state officer
to be elected in November. The con
finish its work tonight.
"wiir
vention
. f it.'
V.
,
.!;.
Interest ltt,the state
campaign centers
chiefly in the election of the lower
house of the legislature.,
,

...,rr. .,.

a

,
BASEBALL

.

NOTES

......

You WMiFind

Five times this season the Pirates
have dropped two games In one af
and have yet to win, bohj,lartg
$
of a double. biU.
Emporia, a new member of the
this "season, was
Kansas State lea-usuccessful in winning the champion'
ship! pennant.
Several major league clubs were
eager to sign Martin, the Georgetown
The Boston
university shortstop.
him..
landed
finally
Having been tipped off that several
future greats are to be found In' the
Western league, Scout Jimmy Burke
of the Detroit Tigers has Invaded that
tea-no-

f

p;

COTSTflt

mum

circuit

the bestQin all

SE

'A

S'O NiS

When Ray Keating, the Yanks'
pitcher, defeated Cleveland on August
i 1,- - It was the first game he had won
since May 4, on which, day he beat
"
Washington.
former
the
Eugene McGreevey,
American league umpire, has been
signed by the Northwestern league
and he will finish the season there.
Otis Clymer has asked for his un
conditional release, from the Minne- iapolls club. The former Washington
gardener has a thriving taxicab business in Minneapolis.
;

;

ROBBERS LOOT BANS
ANO EVADE

A

POSSE

PENNSYLVANIA OFFICERS DISCOV-ETHEY ARE CHASING REAL
BAD MEN

Pittsburgh, Pa., Aug. 17. Two men
entered the Homestead National bank,
covered the officers with revolvers,
took all the available cash and escaped
in an automobile.
Several depositors stood before the
teller's windows when the two men
entered. Both were heavily armed
and commanded "hands up."
While one covered the officers and
patrons of the bank, the other robber
went behind the desk, scooped together
all the cash In sight, Jammed it into
a hand satchel, andj then the two with
guns still covering the victims, backed
'
I "
out of the doorsV
The robbers Jumped into an auto
mobile in front of the bank,' and made
their escape, f The amount of, money
stolen is not accurately kncjwnbu.t jsi,
XSOTHnJ
believed to He
robbers
were
about
The
$3,000.
,,f8;
and ,20 years old.'
The robbers were overtaken in Mif
flin township by Constables - Percy
Smith and John - Dixon. The constables opened fire on the robbers as
the latter were abandoning the stolen
machine and getting into a high, power ed machine, apparently in waiting.
The robbers returned the fire, dropping
Smith with a bullet ia-tleg and
Dixon with a ehot In the shoulder.
A posse that was pursuing came upon
the wounded officers in the road, but
all trace of the robbers again was lost.
ne

ROOSEVELT WILL TALK
Boston, Aug. 17.. The prospect of
Roosevelt
receiving from Theodore
advice as to he conduct of the coming
stfte campaign brought members of
from all parts
the progressive'-'jiart-y
of the state to this" city today to attend
the progressive field day arranged for
thlfa afternoon at Fenway park. Colonel Roosevelt planned to deliver his
address later.
,

-

1913

$252, 270.47

-

1914

COMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBER

i

Dickenson, rf

$320,653.83

YESTERDAY
RESULTS IN
VICTORY
FOR VEGANS

INTERESTING GAME

Las Vegas defeated Springer yesterday afternoon 6 to 5 in a game that
was interesting from start to finish.
The home club took the lead in the
first Inning when Nieto singled to left,
took second when Mason walked and
scored on Angel's drive to left center.
Angel was doubled off first a moment
later when Coons stabbed Montano's
short drive back of first. Ettinger
whiffed the breeze.
Las Vegas annexed two more in the
second when Hite singled to left
White laid one down the first base
Harris
line and Hite took second.
struck out Salazar walked, filling the
bases. Nleto dropped a Texas leaguer
In left, scoring Hite. Granger then
walked Mason, forcing In White. An
gel struck out and Montano popped to
Granger.
Springer evened It up in the third.
Ford and Coons singled to left, and
Garrett scored them both with a long
triple to left Kane went out, Salazar
to Hite, but Garrett scored when Ettin
!
ger thrnr im to- - th
ger's grounder. Bonny struck out, and
Montano threw S. Salazar out at first
The visitors added two more in the
fifth. Coons got a life when Montano
juggled his grounder, and scored on
Garrett's double to right Kane filed
to White. Granger reached first when
Salazar erred on his grounder, and
Garrett scored. Ettinger threw Bonny
out at first, Granger taking second
at 4 S. Salazar was given a life on
Montano's error, Granger taking third.
Aldrldge went out, Ettinger to Hite.
'
Las Vegas added one in the sixth
when Nleto singled to left, hia third
hit off the game. Mason struck out,
but Angel scored Nieto with a, scorch
ing double to left Angel waa doubled
off second when Ford made a pretty
catch on Montano's drive and threw to

Total

3

0

.,

37

Springer
Ford, If.

6 14 27 13

c.

Kane, lb.
Granger, p.
Penny, cf.

7

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
.5 1 1 3
5 2 2 3 2 1
5 2 3 14 3 0
...5 0 1 3 0 1
....4 0 1 0 2 0

.....4

0

1

0

0

0
1
0

GAME

AMENDMENT

DEMANDED

New York,' Aug. 17. The special
commission of the chamber of com
merce appointed to deal with problems
of shipments during the war, today
adopted a resolution recommending
jrompt amendment of the federal reserve act, so as to permit acceptance
of bills representing domestic as well
as export and import commercial
transactions to the extent of the full
amountn of capital and surplus of any
member bank.
This resolution waa adopted on the
of
that the establishment
ground
broad discount markets in the United
States is most desired In order to protect her gold reserve effectively and
that such a result can be obtained only
through a plentiful supply of what are
termed "prime bankers acceptances.'
The federal reserve act at present
limits the amount of such acceptances
to cne half the unimpaired capital
and surplus.
SHOE TRADE HURT
St. Tamils. Aug. 17. Four of the five
11 em p tional Sho company factories

did not open today as an indirect result of the European war. Seven ol
12 factories operated by the company
in other cities did not open. It la
thought that all the Idle factories will
reopen August 31.
Officials of the company said the
closing of the factories waa due to
of the southern cotton
war.. Shoo which it
the
industry by
had been expected to sell largely la
the southern states are not now in demand. "
Bubscr1b

for Tno Oprm.

Job Work

10

Coons, 2b.

Garrett

0

1
0
0

BrinorYour

5
5
4

4

0

0
1
0

league staged an 18 inning ball game,
called finally on account of darkness,
that was unusual In some features. In
the second half of the ninth Venice
had a two-ru- n
lead, and old reliable
Dad Meek, the bench warmer and
some times pinch hitter, was spit to
the plate with one man ou. Tic b?st
he had was a home run tucked up his
sleeve.
It landed In the "right field
bleachers and after it had been re
trieved the game went merrily on for
another nine innings characterized
chiefly by double playa, hair raising
catches and gasps from the benches,
Each team got 19 hits and half as
many runs; each was credited with
an error, and only one base waa stolenEllis, the Los Angeles right field
er being the pilferer. There were sey- eu: aouDl plays, antf eaeh squad
got
28 assists.
The game lasted 4 hours
and 25 mlnuteB..

.......3

2
1

0
0

last week the Angels and
Venice teams in the Pacific coast

The home club made one In the seventh and one in the eighth.
In the seventh Ettinger was out on
a grounder to Coons, who threw to
first Hite tripled tO'deefc right oenter
and scored on a squeeze play when
White laid a bunt down the first base
lire. Harris reached first when Aldrldge booted his grounder, White tak
ing second. Salazar reached first when
Benny dropped his short fly in eenter,
but White was out at plate trying to
score. Nleto reached first on Coons'
error. Mason, struck out retiring tne
side.
Las Vegas annexed what proved to
bp the winning run in the nex Inning. Angel singled, and on the'hjt-aud-rut- f
play took third when Montano
singled to right;
Ange then scored the winning run
on, Ettlnger's long sacrifice fly to left
Montano was out trying to steal sec
ond and Hite struck out
The box score follows:
Lad Vegas
. AB. It H. PO. A. E.
.5
,.
Nieto, c.

4

0

0

AN UNUSUAL

Coons.

4

0

4
4

One day

ra-

Hite, lb
White, If.
Harris, rf
P. Salazar, p.

4

14, 1912.

40 5 9 24 9 6
Total
Summary: Three base bits Hite,
Garrett. TwoBase hits Hite, Garrett,
rionny. Sacrifice hits Ettinger. Double plays Coons to Kane, Ford to
Coons. Basea on balls off Granger,
4.
Struck out by Grange, 8, by P.
Salazar, 7. Stolen bases Springer 4,
1.
Vegas 4. Wild pitch Granger,
Passed balls Nieto, 1. Left on bases
Springer 8, Vegas 12. Umpire
HUtod.
Time of game 1:55.

BEFORE

f.1100!

Mason, cf. . .
Angel, 3b. ..
Montano, ss.
Ettinger, 2b.

Salazar, ss

Aldridg, 3b

6-- 5

good show.
Bob York has been in several good
bouts this summer and has a good

$188,390.76

Peoples Bank & Trust Company

PROMOTERS

-

0

Information

Total Resources July 1, 1914 - $406,587.28

WITH DOB YORK

After several months of inactivity
the followers of the squared circle In
Eas Vegas will have an opportunity
to witness a fast bout next month
when Bob York of Silver City will
meet Fepe Gallegos of Mora In a
go with the six ounce gloves.
Promoters Montoya and Cordova announced the match this morning.
Several snappy' preliminaries will be
staged before the big event, giving
the followers of the boxing game a

-

1913

Total Resources January i,

DOWN

ANNOUNCE CLASSY
WELTERWEIGHT BOUT
FOR SEPTEMBER

January i,

Total Resources July i,

GAUIOOu HATCHED

OF

R. H. E. IMPARTIAL
Second Game
9 14 1
St. Louis
3
7 12
CENSORSHIP PUNNED
Chicago .
Batteries:
Hamilton, Mitchell and
Agnew; Scott, Lathrop Wolfgang,
PRESIDENT WILSON ENDcAvCSS
Henz and Mayer. .
TO RESTORE CABLE AND
At Cleveland
WIRELESS SERVICE
, R. II. E.
4
6 14
Cleveland 13 11 1
17. President
Detroit
Washington, Aug.
Batteries: Blanding, Coumbe, Mor- Wilson expects within the next 24
ton, Diillnger and Egan;
McCreery, hcUrs to find an impartial plan for
Cavet and Stanage.
dealing with the question of censoring wireless and cable messages out
National League
of the United States to the nations
R. II, E. involved in the European war. He
At Chicago
6 11 1 consulted today with the department
St. Louis
1 6 3 of jistice officials and with interna-Chicago .
"Batteries: Sallee and Snyder; Za- - tional law experts on the subject.
The president told callers today
bei, Cheney and Archer.
that the chief difficulty is that cables
R. H. E. can deliver messages only on this
At Cincinnati
6 14 1 side or the other side of the ocean,
Brooklyn
3
4 1 while the chief division of the wireCincinnati Batteries: Reulbach and McCarty; less is in
I
Yingling, Lear and Clark.
Replying to a suggestion that it
would be easy for Great Britain to
Federal League
transmit messages from the United
R.JL E. States to Canada and then send them
At Indianapolis
21 24 3 across the Atlantic, the president said
Indianapolis
6 It 3 that the practical difficulties of cenPittsburgh
Batteries:
Falkenberg, Wood and sorship to Canada were almost
Rariden, Warren; Leclair and Berry.

Total Resources

SPUING El! GOES

and Schalk.

At Chicago

From week to week this space w II r.do somt interesting
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evidence of growth.

S.

Learj

a visitor Baltimore -

In the city.
Miss Grace Koogler, left yesterday
for her home In Kansas City, after
having spent several weeks visiting
with H. Kettner and family.
' Thomas and , William Condon of
Rociada are visitors in Las Vegas;
Mrs. D. R. Murray left Saturday
night for California, where she will
Visit with her daughter. Miss Cornelia, and friends for several months.
Mrs. C. B. Barnes is a visitor in the
city from Rivera,
Albino B. Gallegos left this morning for his home in Las Conchas after
spending Saturday In this city attending the republican county convention.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Zellers are
appending a few days in the city.
They reside at Rociada.
Miss Ida Rousebush, came in this
atfernoon from her home In Topeka,
Kan., and wjl be in this city several
days visiting her aunt, Mrs. W. F.
White.
M. L. Halln of Pueblo ts An Las
Vegas on a business visit. .., e.
Mrs. pascual Navarro returned today to her home at Albuquerque after
having taken treatment In the New
Mexico Hospital for the Insane for the
past two months..
Charles Greenclay left this afternoon
for Glenwood Springs, Colo.

3 lbt Sweet Potatoes
25c
1 doz Choice Sweet Corn
25c
3 lbs Fresh Tomatoes
25c
1 Bunch Pickling Dill
lOc
3 BunchesCellery
25c
. . 20c
1 lb White Velvet Okra
2 5c
6 lb New Cabbage
3 Large Cantaloupes
25c
1 Basket Concord Grapes . . . . 60c
'
1 doz Choice Lemons
40c
7 lbs Cooking Apples
25c
5 lb Table Apples
25c
15c
Blue Hill Chili Cheese
5 Double Sheets Fly Paper. . . 5c

R.H.E.
At Omaha
3 6 4
Omaha
14 3
13
-St.
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Joseph
Batteries: Crab, Styles and McA4 llister; Sterzer and Schang.
R.H.E.
Second Game
American League
2
5 3
Omaha
R.H.E.
At SL Louis
7
8 '2
St.
Joseph
1 5 2
St Louis
Batteries:
and
Garrett
Kreuger;
3 4 3
Chicago
Lafferty, Brown and Schang.
;
Batteries: Leverenz and

last

PIVt

5,10 and 25c Store

ALL THIS WEEK
A.fThT':.
Get your Fall clothes out now and have them
IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
cleaned.

WLAJJSl

AUGUST 17, 1914.

AT THE

Regular Prices fur Cash.

HONK

MONDAY,

VEGETABLES

discount

25

,-F-rom

where Mr. Mead la connected with
school work.
. F. O. Blood left yesterday afternoon
for. Clayton on a short business trip.
Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlane, and her
mother and brother--, Mrs. Frederick
Kruse and Horace Kruse, were visitors
in this city Saturday afternoon and
Sunday. Mrs. McFarlane is on her
way from her home In Denver to Santa
Fe where she will speak before the
summer session of the American
School of Archaeology.
Miss Mosle York returned last night
from the east where she has been visiting for several months.
President Frank H. H. Roberts of
the Normal, and Mrs. Roberts, returned
last night from Santa Fe.
Mrs. W. C. Reld of Roswell came In
Saturday night and will remain In the
city for several days visiting friends.
H. L. Bickery of Raton was a visitor
in this city Saturday and Monday.
J. Vorenberg and wife were visitors
from Wagon Mound yesterday.
Miss Helma Vollmer returned yesterday evening from Trinidad, where
the has been visiting for Beveral
weeks.
District Attorney Charles W.
and Assistant District Attorney
Chester A. Hunker left this morning
for Loma Parda on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Gortner will
leave this evening for the east They
will stop In Kansas City, where they
will visit with Judge II. L. Waldo.
They will be away several weeks.
Chester A. Hunker, returned yesterday afternoon from Vaughn, where he
has been investigating the disappearance of the rancher, Larkin.
T. J. Walton, ,a hotelkeeper
and
mayor of Mora, Is m the city on a
business visit.
Patricio Sanchez and Francisco Tru-jillsheriff and deputy of Mora couiu-fyare In this city from Mora on a
business visit.
T. G. Montoya and Pedro Martinez
are visitors in the city from Mora.
Misses Grace Koogler, Enid McGee,
e
Louise Wells and Mr. Mindon
returned Saturday night from
Camp Montezuma, where they spent
week.
G H. West of Colmor is
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IMPOSSIBLE BOY

"Samhlll T" she onerlefl. 1 have not!
seen him, cor thought of him! I have
been abroad on other business. What
of Samhllir
"Don't you know?" cried Anna. And
Not
then the clamor began anew.
know where Bamhill was? Where

..

heml found the scent, and came
second a not of iutereat. How
delightful! this was the neighborhood in which he had found that nice
hive where there were no bees to
sting, and where the honey was so
plentiful! He realiy had not taken
half of it last time! And here were
bis own footstepe, bis sticky, honey-madfootprints, which would help
him to find the treasure again. ' Thus
It happened that in time they reached
the doorway of the little dairy, which
Mr. Jones recognized with a Joyful
hound and a sort of PUIT, Which
brought the dairyman (who bad spied
him through the window) to the entrance, with a shower of abuse ready
M

T3he

ILLUSTRATIONS

$

SYNOPSIS.

I!

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
VHX BEST GOODS OBTAIN

ABU

ALWAYS HANDLBTS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

e

CD. RHODES

OPTIC

15he

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday- night In
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday
In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werts, president;
-T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally.
oivueri ooru.ia.uy in
ADVER- - vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M H. 8. Van Treasurer.
-

COLUMN
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LAro painting aa aha passes.
"Yesterday we left her with Anna,"
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C. Zingg, 1009 Main.
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"Splendidly!" said Tedro, and thrust whole days Pedro alternated between picked up the pole and chain, and sigsmilMrs. Rufus Meade, 723 Fourth St
Behind the counter stood the
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that he was ready ing Lola La Farge, alias Lizzy Hinkle.
ing the folded paper into his breast his studio and the rear tenement on naled to Beau-JeaConsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
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Jones street, his mind in an agony of Nita arose to her feet.
Tlsltlni
"What can I do for you?" she asked, THOROUGHBRED White Wyandotte Montague, Local Deputy.
SPOON
IT 'S
"Where Is the murderer, the ee laying aside the bit of knitting upon
uncertainty. He could not work for
hens, violin, fruit jars, range, sev- members are especially welcone ass
GRNUINEWM.
nervoueness, and the combined sus- ducer of my daughter?" she screamed which she bad been engaged.
v
Invited.
enth and eighth grade school books, cordially
ROGERS &
pense and inaction played havoc with 'Where is Ricardo?"
"Thread, please!" said Pedro, flashhis spirit. Leigh had been called out
push cart, household goods. Must
A A
"At the other end of the city," said ing his smile at her.
SONS'
Manager Clark Griffith figures that
"
be sold at once. 810 Douglas avenue
of town to see his mother, who was Pedro. "Come quickly,
"What color?" she inquired, admirSTANDARD
Walter Johnson will sign an ironclad
And with that they were off, leaving ing his eyes and teeth.
9 a. m. to 7 p. m. A. E. Edmonds.
ill, and there was no one else to whom
SILVER
contract for several years before the
Pedro dared go for advice and help. Nlta screeching imprecations at them
"Er ah green, please!" said PeHill himself had forbidden that his af from the stair-head- ,
in the most dro, because her eyes were rather of FOR SALE Household
for
his
leaves
furniture. 935 big Washington pitcher
fairs be made known to anyone but healthy manner. As they reached the that color, and consequently it came
home in Kansas at the close of the
avenue.
Tilden
FRENCH- Beau-Jeathe sculptor, or Pedro might have street
asked:
first to mind: "Green, and a needle,
season.
!REY(STER- asked Milllgan's assistance. As it was,
"What is all this murder business please."
FOR SALE
LING) FINISH
blue flame
he could only fume impatiently, and of which Nita talks? Couldn't we man
A needle!" she exclaimed,
"you
oil istove, practically new. Tele- CHICHESTER
PILLS
eat his heart out with worry. At last, age to avenge her, when we have mean a package, of needles!"
liRAMK a.
no longer able to endure doing noth found Samhlll?"
"I only need one at a time," he told
phone Main 127.
Ladles! Ak yonr Urucf Ins fop M
lHsmond Ttrand
"for
said
Pedro
of
bear?
Would
the
ing, he called a council of war in the
her.
she
soberly,
"Perhaps,"
speak
I'llls in Hrd and Uold mrtalliA
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. V
can be A
tenement kitchen. To the assembled this man, Ricardo Valdez, is a very Ah! she was going to!
Take ba ather. Rtiv nf vnnw V
SALE
1914
FOR
Ford
car,
louring
for
H
of
III.:iii;-TEA.k
with exception only
wicked man. He used to live near
"Seems as if training bears and sew
!rnift. II KAN If I'll.l.H, for 5
tained in this city frorss
one
model, first class condition;
the still mysteriously absent Nita, he my home. Nlta was my nuree, once, ing didn't go together very good," she
years known as Best, Safest, Always ReUaU
y
mountain wagon; a runabout;
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
arose and spoke.
and her daughter was my foster-sistegiggled. "There was a gent in here
ear-olteam of
"I am going to find Sam Hill, if he When she was only fifteen Ricardo not long ago, who didn't know much
driving horse;
is on the face of the earth!" he an- stole her away. Then he deserted her, more'n you! He had a bear, too!"
young mules. Inquire N. O. Hernounced. "I am convinced that some and when she came back to us she
-"Yes?" said Pedro.
man, Automobile and Sign Painter,
misfortune has befallen him. In halt killed herself and her baby. Ever
"Yes, indeed," she responded, busily
429 Grand avenue.
an hour I am going to take Mr. Jones since Nita has been looking for him, getting out the articles be had named.
1,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
per 1N Ska,
with me, and I am not coming back till to avenge her child. But she ie so "I do declare to. goodness, I thought
1,000 Ibs to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery ,....-....- .
per 1N lbs.
we have succeeded In discovering the old now, that I think we had best not this was the very Identical bear, when
200 Ibc to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
pa? 1B Is
whereabouts of my friend."
let her do it. I am sure she would I seen you coming!"
60 lbs, to 208 Iba., Each Delivery jM.M'MrMMIi
par 1W lkj
Beau-JeaAnd
said
"Bien!
I,"
"It is the identical bear," remarked A
really prefer dying with us, to dying
1M last
COHEN
class
First
64
workman.
Each
per
than
Less
Delivery
..y.-.vlIba,
from his seat on the foot of the bed. in Jail!"
Pedro.
24 years. Your
Established
Beau-JeaLaundry.
"I will go with you to find that Sam"I
said
with
little
a
"What!"
said
she,
agree,"
-There," She Said, "Will That Do?" hlll. who is my friend, aussl."
patronage solicited. East Las Vegas.
"And now which way shall we shriek of surprise "well, I never!
A
arIs
said
"all
Pedro,
Is
"Very
turn?"
good!"
Pedro.
said
How
fellow?
he
the
Ain't
other
It
kissed
hand
and
seized
her
pocket,
ranged. Come, Strong Arm, we will
"As the bear came from the river, got the bear with him then?"
Us FuRl 133
Harvesters, Btorars, aad Distributors ft Hataral
with the grace of a courtier.
let us to the river go," suggested
Whies. Karw Mad Las Tejas raaovt.
"No, I've got him!" said Pedro
Laatlae Qualities
Iris blushed, watching blm with ten 80."On the instant
they began collecting Beau-Jean- ,
LOST Red dehorned cow branded
dryly.
der eyes. Then she submitted to be the few
OFFICE 711 DOUQLAI AVENUE
traps necessary for a short
"A good notion," said Pedro, "and
"You don't 8ayl" exclaimed the girl,
ber
diamond on side. Reward for
Into
led
shut
and
downstairs
large
ing
eo ape. No sooner was this accom- absence, and while they were In the as likely to prove fruitful as any."
peering over the counter, aa though
information, C. W. G. Ward.
midst of these preparations, the door
"More likely
than down, 6eeing the animal for the first time.
plished than Pedro fled across the was thrown
an
old
to
admit
Beau-Jeaopen
from here," said
and again
"And so you know my pal, eh?" safd
little court and up to the studio as if
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Pedro assented.
Pedro. "Now that Is nice!"
all the devils In the demonology were woman.
Osteopathlo Physician
"Nita!"
Pedro,
in
springing
And
usuyelled
the
as
was
accordance
with
He
so,
smiled
beplan
After him, and slamming the door
again, and,
Office Crockett Building
ir plan it couia De properly cauea, tney ally the case, hypnotized her into inhind blm, be proceeded to dance the toward her.
Instantly the room was in an up- made their way westward, straight stant response. . Encouraged by his Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
coquette at a mad pace, upsetting sevall talking at once, laughing and toward the docks, and, once reaching interest, and by the fact of their mu
roar,
Residence Phone Main 384
eral articles of furniture in the procweeping, shouting questions, making them, began a pilgrimage
tual friend, she drew a postal card
ess.
food and
MONUMENT CO
Mr. Jones now began acting in a not from the bosom of her pink shirt
"And now to find Mr. Samuel Hill!" offers of help, proffering
Albuquerque, N. M.
lie shouted gleefully, waving the paper drink, crowding around the crone with most peculiar manner. Something on waist from her pocketbook.
such clamor and persistence that Pe the sidewalk had attracted his atten215 E. Central
"Well, I certainly do know him!"
Above his head.
23 Years Practical Experience.
"Ah! Meestre Samhlll," was echoed dro could scarcely manage to get ber tion, and nothing could divert him said she. "I had this postal from him
until he had made a thorough inspec- only three days ago!"
C.
A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
in a wall from, outside the door. to a chair. Then 6he satin beaming
yaaav-- !
ClaasUle
El S
the best tion. To Beau-Jeahe
and to Pedro
upon them all, apparently
adj. feaxsa smi ua
Trying not to seem
"Where, ohl where Is he?"
of health and delighted at the wel there appeared to be nothing on the took it and read the postmark and the
BYT
those
MIGHT
It
who
Auto Livery Se me for prices,
yarta Matt,
tha aartlaalaj tlUa
CHAPTER XIII.
come afforded her. Her clothes were. pavement but a good deal of dirt and signature. It was Hill's and came
Leave orders at Central Hotel office or
If possible, a trifle more worn and refuse; but one particular spot seemed from Jersey City! At last the scent
9 HttHSa
K3BB
sail !4 SfBXf 9
That rorty yra vaal
Some Adventure With Variations.
soiled than usual, but, otherwise, she to have fascinated Mr. Jones, and was getting warm. What good for- phone Schaefer Drug Store. H. R
sravjf
wha reads tie ads. la tais aavayaparaal
lavas feat
Pedro stared at the door as if trans- seemed to have suffered no barm.
there was nothing for it but to stand tune! But he must not seem too Parker. Adv.
BfrerttsH
wra
aalesa
It
property
!
you
"Where hast thou been? What bast waiting while he noeed about
fixed, and then, the wail being repeatanxious, or she might grow reticent
GEO. H. HUNKER
ed, he opened his portal. On the land- thou done? Where Is Samhlll? Art
"Shall I chasten him?" asked Beau- - Diplomacy, diplomacy!
Others.
read a4 amsr tU. la lj anran& vail gsg
Attorney-at-Lawell?' Tell us!" they shouted all at Jean, who was accustomed to using
ing stood Ounevlere.
"You are treated better than I am!"
axe anxloas t fay caah cor) Books, aatamakUaaT tat, puatti2
"Madre de Dlos!" he exclaimed, once.
New
East
Las
Mexico.
this method with Koko.
haven't
"I
Vegas,
he complained whimsically.
aad turaltare, artialoa pi intalaeia M fcai SacrW ail Kastaaj tS
"what ails thee? Come in."
"Aye, I am well, lucky for me!" said
"No, certainly not," said Pedro, "I even had a card! But then, you are
"Ob! 'tis terrible!" moaned Gune-Tier- Nlta, with twinkling, eyes, "for I have believe he's been here before. Per a
B. HUXMANN
OR.
F.
truncate.
lady, which makes all the difference.
"that Anna! that irresponsible been a bird in my day, and I am in haps he recognizes something. Let us Ahi woman, lovely woman! How you
Dentist
one! We left her in charge, and when no baete to meet what awaits me In watch!"
i? raat U E& tosssx Wm, M ai 5
aa Ua tiaacin!
Dental work of any description at
fascinate and abuse us!"
she awoke Nita had vanished. And the hereafter."
was
flbla
an
Bail BH
tf
sartl pf thiaxa, they flit a a asaj ft he
Pedro's surmise
She giggled
eminently
moderate prices
"Beloved Nlta!" excliimed Pedro, correct one, for Mr. Jonee had recog
every one was away. And now Sam-hill- ,
kM.
Block.
Office Phont
Room 1, Center
be, too, is gone! Oh! Merciful kneeling beside her, "how I rejoice nized honey! Very shortly he raised
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411
(To o continued tomorrow)
Moth"-!- "
that thou art safe! But where Is Mr.
dro.
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Have you gviest from out of town?
Did yovi entertain yovir friends?
Have yoi an item of interest?
Do you want advance information
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial

room"
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Have you property for sale?
Do you

want work or help?

Have you lost something?
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THE SHAMROCK ARRIVES
New York, Aug. 17. Sir Thomas
Upton's cup challenger, Shamrock IV,
arrived at the Brooklyn ship yard today. Captain Turner, Bailing master
of the challenger, said the voyage from
Bermuda had been without Incident.
He said the Shamrock would be placed
in winter quarters at once.

STEINFELDT IS DEAD
Cincinnati, Aug. 17. Harry Stein-feldLOCAL
former major league ball playi
er, died In Bellevue, Ky. today. Stein-felOld Taylor WhlsRey and Sherwood
was a member of the celebrated
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Rye
Nationals
pennant winning Chicago
s
and is the first of this former world
.
Jlrs.-.EUhrlg of the Cellers Dry
champion baseball club, built up and Goods
Is on her vacation.
company.
handled by Frank Chance, to die.
t,

NEWS

Club breakfast
Roiuaine. Adv.

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

every

day.

Hotel

George Morrison left this morning
trip around Sapello. ,

on a surveying

E. A. Mossman Is among the Albuquerque visitors In Lag Vegas.

Best that can be Made

Miss Georgia Lowrie left this afternoon for Albuquerque on a visit.

And has NOT Been Advanced in Price.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Direct from the dlBtlllery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
In wood.

STEARNS' STORE.

ill

N

0

WAR PRICES

Theh W, C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Instead of at the Methodist
church as sated In Saturday's paper.
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Not "Heavier Than Air"
i5

' ;'

.v

V

15he

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order a sack

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President

E. D. Reynolds. Vice President.,

Hallot RaynoMs. Cashier.

;

S. B. Davis. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant CasWer.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
At

the Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable
CHASE & SANBORN'S
TEAS

j

Considerable excitement was caused
last night about 7 o'clock when a cow
fell Into the basement of the old Pearl
laundry. The animal walked onto the
cellar door near the street and the
wood gave way, dropping her Into
the basement Ropes and pulleys
were Used In lifting her out.
The Las Vegas troop of Boy Scouts
of America will meet tonight at the
Y. M. C. A, Several new members
will be taken Into the roop, and the
receipt of the report of two of the
members who made the trip to Wat-rous to inquire where a spot suitable
for camping could be found will con
stitute the evening's, business.
Gr A. Itagan a
former resident of
Las Vegas," returned yesterday from
Albany, Ore., where he has been en,
gaged in the photographing business,
and will open the gallery on the West
side vacated by Miss Shumate. Mr.
Ragan has lived in Las Vegas several
times. He is back to Btay this time,
he says, as there Is no climate that
can equal that of LaS Vegas.

posse of six men from Chaves
county is expected to arrive in this
city tonight. They are on the trail
of two horse thieves who stole two
horses and saddles. In ..RosweU . 10
clays ago. The two men were followed as far as
Albuquerque on horse
back, but the posse took an automobile when it was learned
that they
would need to come to Las
Vegas, as
the men had headed for this
point ...

RE

WARD (MORE

LABOR FEDERATION
TO ENTER POLITICS
COLORADO

WORKERS

DORSE CANDIDATES
STATE OFFICES

MAY

Colo., Aug.

17

,

o
o
IS

U

g
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LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD

in Hardware and Furniture
Everything
r
-

1

34th season of thfc famous moan-tai- n
resort Carriage out every Satp
urday morning, returning following
Friday;
charges J10.00, transportation, $1.00. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas.
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey'i
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
f
v; i
AUTO BARGAIN

For sale, 1913 model six cylinder
Chalmers. Practically new; bargain!
for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whaleo,
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.
Adv.

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK

DONE

need-

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
mi

You Spend a Third of
Your Life
in Bed.
rt- -

-

j;
.

1

You owe it to your
health to sleep on the
best spring made,
which is a Lejjjjet and

iiuuguuiuuil.l.liiuigl

They cost no more than inferior makes, and are absolutely

guaranteed satisfactory or your money back.

J.

C. JOHNSENI& SON
Exclusive Local Agents

BIG REDUCTION

M

FOR PARTICULARS S

Go-ca- rt

Last Spring while building our new store our stove warehouse was
damaged by fire. We were then too busy moving, to clean all
these stoves. We have Just cleaned and polished all Stoves and
Ranges damaged by water and will guarantee them the same as
new. Here is your chance.
35 Ranges,
lfin. oven, heating closet; worth 25
f 14.75
with water front; worth $G7.50$47.60
ii aiajesuc Kanges
'

m

Uli-bari-

e,

O
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TIRES AND TUBES

EN-

'

Pueblo,

repub-llca-

county convention completed Its
labors, having selected a delegation
to attend the state convention,, at
Santa Fe. The representatives of
San Miguel county will be left to
their own judgment In voting for a
republican congressional candidate,
the county convention having decided
to send an uninstructed delegation,.
The convention was In session during practically the entire day and was
a harmonious gathering of republicans. There is every evidence that
the republican party in San Miguel
county will enlist this fall the unanimous support of all Its members as
well as a. big vote from the ranks of
the democrats, progressives and
Judging from the sentiment expressed at the Saa Miguel
county convention and at similar
gatherings In all the subdivisions of
the state, there Is little doubt but

FOR

With the
appointment of committees and read
ing of reports the annual convention
of the State Federation of Labor was
convened here this morning. The
chief business of the early session was
the receiving of the reports of John
McLennan, president, and William
Hickey, secretary of the organization.
A good sized delegation is present
from the southern Colorado coal fields
ENTIRE FAMILY and that Bome action
bearing on the
Colorado coal strike will be taken by
the convention is freely predicted.
PLEADS "SELF DEFENSE" WHEN
Such action, It is believed, may take
ARRAIGNED; IS ETELIEVED
the form of endorsing candidates for
INSANE
state offices known to be favorable
to the coal strikers.
Chicago, Aug. 17. Julian Carleton,
the negro servant who set fire to the
WHO SMUGGLED CHINKS?
bungalow of Frank Floyd Wright, a
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 17. A'score of
Chicago architect, at Spring Green, witnesses will
appear before the fedWis,, Saturday and then killed six eral Industrial
relations commission
members of the household with an
and tomorrow to testify regard-- '
today
axe as they rushed from the burningi
ing Chinese smuggling through . this
building. Is believed to be insane.
All of the sessions will be exe
With his wife he is In jail at Dodge-vill- port
cutive.
Wis. When pressed, today for
Within the last few months there
an explanation of the crime, he shouthas been much dissentlon in the local
ed "self defense."
bureau and charges have
The two children of Namah Rorth-wic- immigration
been made that It was easy for Chin
"soulmate" of Dr. Wright, who ese to
enter this country on the pay
with their mother and two others
ment of money to government officials.
were murdered, will be cremated here
Frank H. Tape, Chinese Interpreter at
today. Their bodies were brought to toe
local
now Is under suspi
Chicago last night" Dy Edward H. cion. His station,
removal followed a personal
Cheney, father of the children.
Namah Borthwick, who left Cheney inspection of the office by Anthony
for Wright, was buried last night by CamitnettI, commissioner of immigration. ,
Wright near the scene of the murder.
The commission today re-sthe
There was no ceremony, save that
Portland hearing to start next ThursWright dropped flowers from the woman's garden onto the plain pine, coffin. day and the San Francisco hearine
25.
Wright announced today that the August
bungalow would be" restored In every
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
line as his late consort loved it.
Thomas Brunker, Wright's gardener,
FOR SALE
1008
Gallinas
who was dangerously
wounded by
avenue. Phone Main 614.
Charleton, was still alive today.

'

THE G8AAF

The resolution adopted by the county democats heartily endorses the national and state administrations.
The delegates selected Saturday and
who are la Albuquerque today at the
state convention are as follows:
J. D. Hand, Filadelfo Baca, Antonio
Lueero, John I Zimmerman, E., R.
Riifcsell, E. C. de Baca, George H. Hunker, William P. Mills, Cipriano Lujan,
Chris Wiegand, Eugenlo Sena, Clemen- te Padilla, John D. W. Veeder, Romulo
Blea, N, C, de Baca, Adolfo C. de Baca,
W. A. Glvens, H. G. Coors, Ramon de
Herrera, Ernesto Guerln, H. G. Coors,
Jr., Dr. R, K. McClanahan, Prlmltivo
Escudero, Francisco Sandoval, Juaa
Maestas, Alberto Serrano, Octaviano
Segura, Genovevo Gabaldon, Pat Pur-cel- l,
Pat McElroy, M. Padilla, John W.
jrnes, Bias Ortega and Anselmo

3

and COFFEES

We are Sole Agents.

CUT BY THE WAR

Washington, Aug. 17. Possibility
The Friendship club will meet to of the United States government Ismorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
suing Panama canal bonds to meet
with Mrs, Grace Sears, 510 Main ave the
deficiency in customs" revenues
nue.
caused by the European war, has not
been considered seriously by the ad
George Kane applied at the court ministration as yet, President Wilson
house this morning for fSl as bounty told callers
today. The question of
on 20 coyotes and 22 wild cats. The
raising money to offset the losses
animals were killed near Valley ranch. were discussed
today by the president
and Senator Simmons, chairman of
The Ladies' Aid society of the
the senate finance committee, and
Methodist Episcopal church will give
Representative
Underwood, chairman
asocial In the church tomorrow after
of the house ways and means commitnoon at 2:30 o'clock. A cordial In
tee. .
vitation Is extended to every one.
The president, Senator Simmons
and Representative Underwood were
The funeral of Fred Grenier, color
agreed that a special tax probably
ed, who died Friday, was held this
wlould be necessary, but no time for
morning from the Church of the Imits operations was settled
beginning
maculate Conception. Interment was on.
When treasury officials conclude
In St. Anthony's cemetery.
that national funds are necessary the
win Bead IJ special moonage
Tom' Sanchez was brought in today
to congress asking that a tax be
from Raton to the Santa Fe hospital.
levied.
Underwood
Representative
Sanchez was helping load rails on a
gave the Impression that he expected
flat car and dropped the end of one on
congress to stay In session indefinite
bis hand, crushing the fingers.
ly.

A

Capifal,J$lC0,C00;

Mexico.

At (he Mutual, movies tonight,
FALLING OFF IN CUSTOMS
feature, "The Substitute, featurCEIPTS MAY PROVE
ing Mlgnon Anderson, Carey Hastings
and Arthur Bower. Adv.

IKE DA VIS
THE CASH GROCER

M all Grocers

BAKER

Is visiting
Mrs. I. C. Florsheim
friends in this city. She resides at
Springer.

A T THE STORE OF

1 10 POUNDS FOR $1.00

al

AIM

Higgins

Late Saturday afternoon the

After hearing the reports of the sev-trcommittees the convention elected
A. Gonzales permanent chairman. Thirty-four
delegates with, a half vote each
were chosen to represent San Miguel
county at tbe state convention at Albuquerque today. These were Instructed to back H. B. Fergusson and
nominate him to succeed himself as
United States congressman from New

as a clerk.

L

HON

ed.

GROCER

Miss Garnet Keifer has entered the
employ of the F. D. Baer curio store

TO THB REPUBLICAN
STATE CONVENTION GIVEN
FULL POWER

The Saa Miguel county democratic
convention, held In St. Joseph's hall
on Saturday, was characterized by harmony. The meeting opened early and
the delegates settled down to work
Immediately, electing Jose A. Baca
temporary chairman. Committees for
permanent organization were appoint-

JOHN II. YORK

Ro-mer-d,

DELEGATES

DEMOCRATS
OF THIS COUNTY
SEND AN INSTRUCTED
DELEGATION

employ of the Investment and Agency

Suar

PREVAI

FE

that New Mexico will elect a republican congressman in November.
The following delegates were selected: Roman Gallegos, Eugenlo
Jose Lobato, Gregorio Gutierrez,
Manuel D. A. Maes, Lorenzo Tapia, Albino B. Gallegos, Fidel Ortiz, H. R.
Tillow, placido Sandoval, Ramon Cha-ceLorenzo Delgado, Secundlno Romero, Toribio Martinez, Charles A,
i,
Splees, M. F. Des Marais, Pablo
Luciano R. Baca, Baca, Loul8
C. Ilfeld, Zacarlas Valdez, William J.
Mills. Harry W. Kelly, A. A. Sena,
Charles W. G. Ward, Herbert W.
Clark, Rafael Gallegos and John S.
;
Clark.
,

NO INSTRUCTIONS

FOR SAN MIGUEL

MR

SUPPORT

Moses Best
Boss Patent
Swans Down

corporation as stenographer.

With the Exception of

SAN MIGUEL WILL

In Price of the Best
Flour on the market

Rosenthal has entered the

Edwin

AUGUST 17, 1914.

50

LET US
Clean

or Dye

An Optic Want Ad Will Get
Et

yourold

What You Want

Garments.
PLEASE YOU
M
CAN

n
VH

in P.rirlJo

Chas, Ilfeld Company

Las Vegas Steam' Laucdry

.

....

When You Want It

